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OPPOSITION COALITION WINS MALAYSIAN ELECTION
independence in 1957. The election was fought on, among others,
economic issues. Notably, the controversial Goods and Services
Tax was a hot button issue among the electorate, where the
Opposition has promised to abolish the unpopular consumption
tax in its manifesto.

akatan Harapan, the Opposition coalition, has clinched
victory in Malaysia’s closely contested 14th general
election. In a historic victory, the coalition has won a
simple majority of Parliament seats, breaking Barisan Nasional,
the previous ruling party’s 61-year rule since Malaysian

P

JAL ENTERS LOW-COST
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE SPACE

TRUMP WORKING TO HELP ZTE

apan Airlines Co (JAL) is
targeting the no-frills
medium to long-haul flight
sector with an as-yet unnamed
carrier due to begin operations in
July. The new carrier will operate
out of Narita Airport and fly two
Boeing 787-8 aircraft, which are
optimised for lower operating costs
over long distances. While JAL
already owns a minority stake in
Jetstar Japan, it wants a larger share BMW OPENS NEW MALAYSIAN
of the budget carrier market,
ENGINE ASSEMBLY PLANT
following other low-fare entrants into
MW’s new engine
the Japanese market such as
assembly facility in Kulim,
Malaysia-based AirAsia and
Kedah began operations
ANA-backed Peach Aviation.
in May. With a total investment of
RM132 million by Sime Darby Auto
Engineering, the new facility will
support the growing demand for
BMW vehicles, both locally and
regionally. The new engines
assembled in the plant include both
petrol and diesel variants of BMW’s
three- and four-cylinder engines, to
be used throughout the model range
for BMW as well as the MINI brand.
BMW aims to produce more than
50,000 vehicles as well as the engine
parts and components for the
vehicles by 2020.

J

B

S president Donald
Trump has asked the
Commerce Department to
help Chinese telecoms firm ZTE to
“get back into business, fast”. ZTE
has been hit hard by the US ban on
Chinese technology, citing national
security concerns. However,
president Trump said he has been
working with Chinese president Xi
Jinping on a solution to rescue
ZTE’s position. The move comes
ahead of sensitive trade talks in the
ongoing trade war between the US
and China, and the move to help
ZTE is likely to ease tensions.

U

BALI’S REAL ESTATE
MARKET BOOMING

he luxury real estate
market in Bali is
experiencing a boom,
due to investors looking for
investment in luxury villas on the
tourist island. Investors from
Singapore, Japan, and Mainland
China make up the bulk of the
foreign contingent, but the majority
of investment money still comes
locally from wealthy Indonesians.
While traditional tourist areas like
Seminyak has experienced
the greatest surge in price, Bali’s
north coast and west coast are also
attracting investor attention.

T
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EMOTIONAL YOUTUBE ADS SPELL
SUCCESS IN THE PHILIPPINES

ouTube advertisements
that ‘touch the hearts’
of the audience make
the most eﬀective digital ads in
the Philippines, according to the
head of Google Philippines.
McDonald's Philippines’ ad titled
“Wait Lang Po,” which showed
how Filipino fathers wait
patiently for their children from
the delivery room to malls and
schools, won top honors at the
YouTube Awards. Telling an
PERODUA SHAREHOLDERS IN
authentic story that connects with BOARDROOM BATTLE
the audience is important and
erodua’s key shareholder
can diﬀerentiate digital ads from
Med-Bumikar Mara Sdn
TV ads, according to one of the
Bhd is embroiled in a legal
awards judges.
battle amid Perodua’s impending
takeover by UMW. Control of the
board is crucial as it would
determine how Med-Bumikar
proceeds with the UMW oﬀer to
acquire its stake in MBM Resources
Bhd (MBMR). As MBMR owns
22.58% of Perodua, UMW’s existing
38% stake in Perodua plus control of
MBMR would in theory give it
majority control of Perodua.
Daihatsu Motor Co, as Perodua’s
technology partner, has indicated
that it prefers to keep the existing
shareholding at status quo.

Y

P

CHINA’S E-SPORTS BOOM
CREATES JOBS

hinese university students
are encouraged to attend
courses in e-sports, and
also to find a job in the sector,
according to a university e-sports
development report published by the
Network Film and TV Centre of the
Chinese Communist Youth League in
Beijing. With 260,000 vacancies, the
e-sports industry is booming not just
in China but across Asia, following
highly publicised tournaments with
multimillion dollar prize money
purses. The jobs, however, are not to
play games. With no shortage of
gamers, authorities are trying to
nurture professional game designers,
coaches, tournament managers, and
e-sports live broadcasters.

C

INDONESIA TARGETS INDIAN TOURISTS
VISITING MALAYSIA AND SINGAPORE

he government is aiming at
luring Indian tourists who
regularly visit Malaysia and
Singapore, given the limited number of
direct flights between India and
Indonesia. Currently, only national flag
carrier Garuda Indonesia serves direct
flights from Mumbai to Denpasar.
India is seen as a potentially major
market that can help the government
realize its ambition of welcoming 17
million foreign tourists this year, said
Tourism Ministry marketing deputy II
Nia Niscaya. Nia said the government
will cooperate with local and foreign
agents to attract Indian tourists who
visit Singapore and Malaysia in order
to encourage them to continue their
holiday in Indonesia.

T

HSBC COMPLETES WORLD’S FIRST BLOCKCHAIN TRADE FINANCE TRANSACTION
SBC has completed a commercial trade finance
settlement using blockchain for the first time. Such a
transaction would normally take a week using
paper-based processing mediums. In this transaction, HSBC

H

issued a letter of credit for US agriculture firm Cargill. The
settlement covers the movement of bulk soybeans to Malaysia
from Argentina, with the letter of credit for this issued by ING, a
Netherlands based financier.

NEWS
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SINGAPORE LAW MINISTRY INVITES PILOT MONEYLENDING BUSINESS MODELS
standards than the current legal requirements for licensed
moneylenders. Applicants must have paid-up capital of at least $1
million, to ensure that they are of suﬃcient financial standing, as well
as a track record in providing consumer credit, whether in licensed
moneylending or in other sectors of consumer credit.

he Singaporean Ministry of Law (MinLaw) has invited
proposals to pilot business models for moneylending, adding
that the objective of the pilot is to better protect borrowers
through business-led improvements in the moneylending industry. All
pilot proposals must meet specific criteria which impose higher

T

DELOITTE MALAYSIA
ANNOUNCES CHANGE IN
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP

HKEX SEES RECORD Q1 PROFIT

eloitte Malaysia
announced that Yee
Wing Peng, currently
Deloitte Malaysia Country Tax
Leader, will succeed Datuk Tan
Theng Hooi as Deloitte
Malaysia’s next Country
Managing Partner eﬀective
from 1 June 2018. Datuk Tan
will be retiring from the
THAILAND LAUNCHES FIRST BLOCKposition after an illustrious
CHAIN CROWDFUNDING PLATFORM
41-year career with Deloitte.
hailand’s first crowdfunding
Yee has 25 years of experience
platform, LiVE Fin Corp for
in audit and tax, advising local
startups and SMEs has
and multinational companies
oﬃcially launched. Developed by the
on an extensive range of tax
Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET), the
services and business solutions. LiVE platform has been developed with
the use of blockchain technology as a
base for participating businesses to
expand and connect with each other.
It also oﬀers opportunities for qualified
investors to select and invest in their
preferred businesses with growth
potential. In order to join the LiVE
platform, businesses have to be
companies registered in Thailand,
whose founders and executives carry
no criminal records with a financial
statement audit conducted by
certified auditors.

D

T

ong Kong’s stock
exchange operator
Hong Kong Exchanges
and Clearing Ltd (HKEX)
reported a 49 per cent rise in
profit for the first quarter, thanks
to higher turnover and more new
listings. HKEX posted a net profit
of HK$2.56 billion (US$326.12
million) for the first quarter, up
from HK$1.72 billion in the same
period a year ago and a record for
a single quarter. The bourse has
revamped its listing rules to try
and make itself more attractive
as a listing destination,
particularly for big technology
firms, which notably will now be
allowed to list if they have
dual-class share structures.

H

THOUGHTWORKS SINGAPORE LAUNCHES
PROGRAMME TO GROW TECH TALENT

houghtWorks, a global
software development and
digital transformation
consultancy, announced the launch of a
new ThoughtWorks Immersion
Programme supported by the Singapore
Economic Development Board (EDB).
This talent development programme
provides intensive, hands-on training in
agile software development. Targeted at
university graduates, entry-level software
developers, and mid-career switchers,
this initiative is designed to give
individuals who have a passion for
technology the opportunity to build
successful, long-term careers in tech and
software development even if they don’t
have the extensive experience and/or a
background in computer science.

T
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GREEN ECONOMY CAN CREATE 24M POTENTIAL JOBS
f the right policies to promote a greener economy are
put in place, 24 million new jobs will be created
globally by 2030, according to a new International
Labour Organization (ILO) report. Action to limit global
warming to 2 degrees Celsius will result in suﬃcient job

I

creation to more than oﬀset job losses elsewhere. At the
regional level, there will be net job creation in the Americas of
some 3 million, in Asia and the Pacific of around 14 million,
and Europe of 2 million jobs, resulting from measures taken in
the production and use of energy.

KWAP HIGHEST BIDDER
FOR PRUDENTIAL STAKE

HUA HIN-KUALA LUMPUR
FLIGHTS LAUNCHED

umpulan Wang Persaraan (KWAP)
has emerged the highest of three
bidders for a 30% stake in the
Malaysian unit of UK-based insurer Prudential
plc, sources say. However, KWAP’s bid – at
between RM3.7 billion and RM4 billion – fell
short of Prudential’s expectations and the
country’s second largest pension fund was
asked to improve its bid. Prudential is also
looking at alternatives such as an IPO for the
local unit to raise funds.

ua Hin’s new airport has greeted its
maiden flight from Kuala Lumpur.
AirAsia's Airbus A320 airliner left
Kuala Lumpur for Hua Hin in a one-hour flight
carrying 150 passengers and crewmembers.
Located 200km south of Bangkok, Hua Hin is a
gateway to the island resorts of southern
Thailand. Given Hua Hin-Kuala Lumpur air
travels, an increased number of Malaysian
tourists are expected to visit these renowned
seaside resorts and nearby spots.

H

K

MYANMAR, INDIA TO COOPERATE
IN TRADE AND INVESTMENT

yanmar and India have vowed to cooperate
in trade and investment sectors as well as
in upgrading the socio-economic life of
people along the border. This was said when
Myanmar President U Win Myint met with visiting
Indian Minister of External Aﬀairs Sushma Swaraj in
Naypyidaw shortly after the latter's arrival. Bilateral
relations between the two countries, development in
Rakhine state and Myanmar's peace process were
also discussed during their meeting.

M
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EVENTS LISTING

ARCHIDEX 2018
4–7 JULY 2018
KUALA LUMPUR CONVENTION CENTRE
archidex.com.my

eld since 2000, South
East Asia’s most successful annual industry trade event for the architecture, interior design and
building fraternity returns to
KLCC in 2018. The exhibition
is widely recognised as a leading event that draws together
South East Asia’s fraternity of
architects, interior designers,
developers, urban planners, engineers, academicians, students
and various related industry
professionals.

H

CIO LEADERS
SUMMIT MALAYSIA
14 JUNE 2018
KUALA LUMPUR
cioleadersmalaysia.com

he CIO Leaders Summit Malaysia, organized by Media Corp
International will take place
from 14th June 2018 in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. The conference will cover areas like best
practice examples of technology
innovations, emerging technologies that are leading the way and
will examine current challenges
that CIOs are faced with. Over
80 CIOs from across Malaysia
are expected to attend, with 25
high-level speakers.

T

PRIVATE & INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL FAIR KUALA LUMPUR
23–24 JUNE 2018
MID VALLEY EXHIBITION CENTRE,
KUALA LUMPUR
privateinternationalschoolfair.com

ince 2012, the Private & International
School
Fair
has
helped many parents find the
right school for their children.
If you are exploring options in
international schools for your
children, this is the fair to visit
as representatives from leading

S

international schools in Malaysia (and the region) will be present at the fair. Visitors can also
purchase the latest 2017/2018
edition of the fair's oﬃcial publication, the Education Destination Malaysia: Guide to International School at a discounted
price.

ASIA PACIFIC PRECIOUS
METALS CONFERENCE
3–5 JUNE 2018
PARK ROYAL HOTEL, SINGAPORE
asiapacificpmc.com

he Asia Pacific Precious Metals Conference (APPMC) is a
platform through which the Singapore Bullion Market Association (SBMA) and International
Enterprise (IE) Singapore will
work towards developing and
strengthening a unified body in
Southeast Asia for the bullion
market. The conference will
share knowledge and best practices, liaising with governmental
agencies and relevant stakeholders, and connecting industry participants to global markets.

T

GLOBAL SUMMIT OF THE
CONSUMER GOODS FORUM
12–15 JUNE 2018
MARINA BAY SANDS, SINGAPORE
theconsumergoodsforum.com/
events

he Consumer Goods
Forum’s (CGF) annual Global Summit is
the flagship event exclusively
reserved for CEOs and C-level
executives from CGF member
companies. It is the place where
FMCG retailers, manufacturers
and their services providers
come to discuss future business
trends, network and share
knowledge and best-practices
for overcoming today’s most
pressing challenges. CEO's of
leading organizations will discuss key issues and challenges
that the consumer goods business is facing and share insights
which can be used further in
maintaining the business.

T

NUTRACEUTICAL AND
FUNCTIONAL FOOD
ASIA PACIFIC SUMMIT
6–8 JUNE 2018
NOVOTEL SINGAPORE CLARKE QUAY,
SINGAPORE
duxes-events.com/nfap

his event aims to educate attendees on the
regulatory framework
for functional foods in important
jurisdictions and detail important market developments, to facilitate optimal business strategies and product development
within the industry. The event
will cover studies on human dietary intake, revealing opportunities in the Asia Pacific functional food market, as well as
research on market segmentation in the industry.

T

ICTCOMM VIETNAM
7–9 JUNE 2018
SAIGON EXHIBITION AND CONVENTION
CENTER, HO CHI MINH CITY
ictcomm.vn

he largest event of its
kind in Vietnam,
ICTCOMM Vietnam
is a platform through which
businesses in the telecommunications industry are connected,
where their corporate brands
and products/services are eﬀectively promoted. Besides, the
exhibition is expected to contribute for the expanding international field of AI solutions.
Major exhibits include broadcast equipment, satellite TV,
and e-banking solutions.

T

INTERPLAS THAILAND
20–23 JUNE 2018
BITEC, BANGKOK
interplasthailand.com

SEAN’s most comprehensive exhibition
on machinery, technology, chemicals, and raw materials for plastics manufacturing is a gathering hub for over
17,000 buyers from many industry sectors who will come and
discover the new level of pro-

A

ductivity from over 350 brands
from 20 countries. It will be the
one-stop sourcing platform that
you will want to mark your calendar for. From eﬃcient injection molding, blowing, extrusion to recycling for various
applications from automotive,
electronics, packaging to medical devices, all you will ever
need is here.

RETAIL ASIA CONFERENCE
12–13 JUNE 2018
HONG KONG CONVENTION AND
EXHIBITION CENTRE
retailasiaexpo.com

illennial
customers
will dominate in
2030. They embrace
and align themselves with technology. How much do you understand them? How the online
activities will reflect and aﬀect
their behaviour in the physical
world? Are your sales and customer service teams ready? This
is the platform for speakers and
delegates to discuss on strategies, learn about best practices
and get new impulses and insights. Decision makers of the
retail sector and established market leaders will gather to create
new ideas, build new networks
and provide attendees with innovative thoughts to raise their
business’ profits.

M

INDOWATER
27–29 JUNE 2018
GRAND CITY MALL & CONVEX
SURABAYA
indowater.com

his event showcases
products like provides
the stage for the gathering of top professionals in the
water and wastewater industry.
Government oﬃcials, regulators,
water and sewerage companies,
manufacturers, industrial users,
consultants and industry experts
make their business plan by attending this important event etc.
in the air and water management, environment & waste
management industries.

T
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IDEAS BAR

BY
ONG XIANG
HONG

ELECTRIC JAGUAR

AUTO

aguar is going big with their new all-electric SUV, the Jaguar i-Pace. The electric powered SUV begin its life as a
concept two years ago amidst much hype and now has finally exited the production plant. A 90 kWh battery powers
the vehicle’s twin electric motors that have a 394 break horsepower (bhp) with 696Nm of torque. That power
results in some incredible speeds as the i-Pace can go from 0-100km/h in 4.5 seconds. It’s packed with all sorts of
tech as well including Jaguar’s Touch Pro Duo infotainment system, an onboard AI that monitors driving as well as
full 4G connectivity. Out of juice? It only takes 45 minutes of charging to hit an 80% percent charge with its 100kW charger.

J

GADGET

RETRO COMEBACK

hen the new becomes old and old
becomes new. That’s what the
Fujifilm’s Instax Square SQ6 seems
to be promoting. Film photography
might be a rarity in this day and age,
but it seems it still has a place among the creative
types. For a camera that relies on an old school
medium, it still sports some pretty modern
functions, especially for the Instagram loving
crowd. With features like colour filters, macro and
double exposure modes, a ten-second timer for
group selfies, auto-exposure, and a highperformance flash, this camera truly embodies a
fusion of both new and old tech.

W

HEALTH

A MORE COMPLETE FITNESS TRACKER

itness trackers are a dime a dozen these
days but most rely on tracking steps as an
estimate of one’s workout rather than a
more detailed approach. FITRUS Plus on
the other hand, takes a diﬀerent approach
focusing on overall health. It comes with a bioelectrical
impedance analysis (BIA) technology that measures
body fat content so that users are more focused on their
body composition instead of the number on a scale or
their body size. This is a better approach to fitness as
body fat percentage is a key aspect of a healthy lifestyle;

F
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AUTO

PORSCHE GOES GREEN

aguar isn’t the only one going all-electric in
the Utility vehicle space. Porsche is also
muscling into similar territory with its latest
EV concept, the Mission E Cross Turismo.
It’s a Crossover utility vehicle (CUV)
designed for drivers with a fair bit of sports equipment to
move around but also would want to satisfy their need
for speed. It’ll come with a twin electric motors that’ll
produce more than 600bhp and will push the car from
0-100km/h in under 3.5 seconds. And with only 15 mins
of charge, you can expect to go just over 250 miles.
There’s plenty of tech being built into it as well including
an intriguing eye tracking in-car display.

J

GADGET

ALEXA’S NEW HOME

lexa finds an alternative home to its usual cylindrical form.
Polk Audio’s Command Bar is the first soundbar that comes
built-in with Alexa. Amazon’s Echo device was a an
innovation but audio wise, left a lot to be desired. Polk’s
sleek design and outstanding sound makes it a perfect
centrepiece to a living room and with its far-field microphone, there would
be no problem ordering Amazon’s AI to control your automated home.

A

GADGET

E-BIKE WITHOUT THE BULK

ycling is becoming an increasingly popular form of commuting, but relying on just pedal power can be a tiring especially
for long distances. An electrical powered bike of course would be a good solution and the Scandinavian City of STRØM
has produced a bike that not only makes the cycling commute a little easier but does it in style as well. Its detachable
battery is well hidden within its aluminium frame showing no indication that the bike houses a 250 watt motor. And with a
six-level pedal assist function, which you can monitor on the LED display, and puncture free tires, your long cycling
commute will be fast and hassle free.

C
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EXCLUSIVE EVENT BY BUSINESSMEDIA INTERNATIONAL

WHAT’S NEXT?
TIME TO LEAP
SME Corp, Bursa Malaysia and Business Media
International brings together the opportunity for a
financial LEAP

Guest-of-Honour for the upcoming SME CEO Forum,
Tan Sri Ir. (Dr.) Mohamed Al Amin Abdul Majid, is a strong
advocate to the development of SMEs in Malaysia. Pending his
stage appearance at the forum, he shares some of his views
exclusively with the organisers on the LEAP Market. Known
in full as the Leading Entrepreneurs Accelerator Platform, the
LEAP Market is one of the most exciting programme launched
in recent months for SMEs across Malaysia.
What is the degree of influence that the LEAP Market will bring to the
SME Masterplan (2012 – 2020) by SME Corp. Malaysia?
The LEAP market will further enhance access to financing for SMEs under
the SME Masterplan, which focuses on promoting non-banking avenues to
enhance access to financing particularly for start-up and innovative firms.
The LEAP Market is an alternative avenue for SMEs and companies to raise
funds through the capital market by connecting them with sophisticated
investors who believe in their business and ideas. It is a cost-efficient
fundraising and listing avenue with light-touch rules with prudential standards.
That being said, the degree of influence that the LEAP Market has on the
Masterplan will really depend on the participation of SMEs in LEAP. As at endMarch 2018, there was a total of 11 companies who have submitted their
proposal to be potential LEAP issuers of which five have been listed. So, I really
hope that more SMEs will come forward to participate in the LEAP Market as
a means of fundraising from the market.

Tan Sri Ir. (Dr.) Mohamed Al Amin Abdul Majid
Chairman, SME Corporation Malaysia

As we grow closer to the deadline of the SME Masterplan, how will
SME Corp. be pushing towards the completion of all objectives/
goals?
The Masterplan targets to increase SME’s contribution to 41 per cent of GDP
and 23 per cent of exports by 2020 and I believe, we are well on track to
achieve the targets.
As for the target of 65 per cent employment contribution by 2020, we have
actually achieved 65.3 per cent at this moment. These are the macro targets.
We also have four goals under the Masterplan which is to increase the rate
of business formation, expand the number of high growth and innovative
firms, increase productivity of SMEs and enhance formalisation. We are also
monitoring these goals closely to ensure that we achieve the macro targets.
All the High Impact Programmes (HIPs) under the Masterplan have begun
implementation despite at different stages. Some programmes are quite
advance and have shown results such as the Technology Commercialisation
Platform (TCP) which is an end-to-end platform to help SMEs commercialise
their innovations.

As at end-March 2018, a total
of 40 innovations have been
commercialised under the
Programme generating a total of
RM32 million in revenue.

As at end-March 2018, a total of 40 innovations have been
commercialised under the Programme generating a total of
RM32 million in revenue.
Another programme which has shown impact is the Catalyst
Programme which provides integrated assistance to support
potential SMEs to become high growth companies.
In this programme, we work with SMEs in identified sub-sectors
such as LED/SSL, biotechnology, aerospace, medical device, oil &
gas as well as rail. In the LED/SSL sub-sector for example, most
of the recipients under the programme have achieved the target
of 20 per cent average annual growth for three consecutive years.
Going forward, we are aligning the SME Masterplan with the
future Megatrends and Industrial Revolution (IR) 4.0. This will set
the way forward for our SMEs beyond 2020.

This programme
provides two (2) types
of financing available
under BAP 2.0 which
are the Matching
Grant and the Soft
Loan.

What are the responses that SME Corp. wish for business
owners to offer most in respect to initiatives by SME
Corp.?
The performance of Malaysian SMEs remains encouraging
despite the challenging business environment. The latest
statistics indicate that SMEs contribute 36.6 per cent to the
national Gross Domestic Product (GDP), 65.3 per cent to total
employment and 18.6 per cent to total exports in 2016.
The Government remains committed to support SME development
and entrepreneurship in 2018. Budget 2018 denotes a significant
increase in allocation to support SMEs with an allocation of
RM22.2 billion.
SME Corp. Malaysia envisions the creation of a new breed of SMEs
that are globally competitive through its programmes. One of our
flagship programmes for start-ups is the Tunas Usahawan Belia
Bumiputera (TUBE) programme, which is a Government initiative
to encourage Bumiputera youths to venture into business.
TUBE, which kicked off in 2014, is designed to inculcate and
develop Bumiputera youths aged between 18-30 years to
participate in entrepreneurship. It also encourages youths to shift
from being job seekers to employment providers, and to create
resilience and sustainability of entrepreneurs.

Business Accelerator Programmes (BAP 2.0) is an integrated
assistance programmes to enhance capabilities of SMEs through
business advisory and financial support. This programme
provides two (2) types of financing available under BAP 2.0 which
are the Matching Grant and the Soft Loan. BAP 2.0 supports a
wide range of capacity building initiatives to assist SMEs to grow
their businesses locally and abroad.
Galakan Eksport Bumiputera (GEB) is a programme implemented
in collaboration with Majlis Amanah Rakyat (MARA), MATRADE
and EXIM Bank. It aims to improve the ability of pre-export and
to increase the number of Bumiputera SMEs that are ready to
penetrate international markets. The programme also encourages
business networking among Bumiputera SMEs and encourages
them to seize opportunities in the market.

Stay connected with the SME Magazine June
issue for part two of the exclusive interview, as
Tan Sri shares more about influence on SMEs
by the One Belt One Road Initiative and the
CPTPP.

Date / Tuesday, 26 June 2018
Time / 9.00am – 6.00pm
Location / Sime Darby Convention Centre
Register at ceoforum.asia
to meet him personally at the forum!
Organisers

Supporting Organisations

Gold Sponsors

Gold Exhibitors

Media Partners
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THE 14TH GENERAL ELECTION (GE14) RESULTS
SURPRISED MOST MALAYSIANS AND EVEN
ANALYSTS WHO HAVE BEEN OBSERVING THE
ELECTIONS. HOWEVER, ONE BIG UNDERLYING
QUESTION IN THE MIND OF CORPORATES
AND SME OWNERS IS: WHAT COMES WITH
THE CHANGE OF GOVERNMENT?
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BY
JEFF TAN AND
ONG XIANG
HONG

T
he implementation of an
unpopular consumption
tax - the Goods and
Services Tax (GST),
as well as perceived
government scandals,
led to Barisan Nasional
suﬀering its first defeat
and worst result ever in
a general election.
There has been a
smooth transfer of
power and the newly
formed cabinet, led by
political strongman Tun
Dr Mahathir Mohamed,
has immediately started
working on managing
the huge debt Malaysia
is carrying.
Nevertheless, what is
of a bigger concern
to SMEs is the
change of policies
which will impact the
business environment
domestically. In this
regard, the new tax
structure poised to
replace the unpopular
Goods and Services
Tax (GST) and
minimum wage hike
are highly placed on
the “list of concerns”.

COVER STORY
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nder the previous government,
business-friendly policies had
been enacted, and foreign direct
investment was encouraged.
Although the statistics showed increasing trade
numbers and GDP growth, many SMEs have
voiced complains that they are not feeling the
trickling eﬀect.
With the huge challenge of cutting
operational expenditure and debts, the
Pakatan Harapan (PH) government must
act fast with eﬀective plans to rebuild the
integrity of Malaysia’s administrative body.
This will help calm nerves in the market
to boost investor confidence and improve
consumer sentiment.
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With regards to SMEs, the new government
has promised to spur investment and simplify
business processes, especially for Bumiputera
entrepreneurs.
However, at the same time, PH has also
promised to raise the minimum wage and
strengthen workers’ rights, including the right
to form trade unions.

experienced in government.
Also, this is the first time since Malaysia's
independence that an opposition alliance has
claimed victory in the national elections. There
may be an adjustment period between the civil
service and the new government.

LOOSER FISCAL POLICY MAY
RAISE MARKET CONCERNS

The market may be concerned about loosening
of fiscal policy, as suggested in the new
government’s 100-day election manifesto, said
Standard Chartered Research.
The PH coalition has pledged to abolish
the GST (c.20 per cent of tax revenues, 4 per
cent of GDP) and replace it with a sales and
service tax, reintroduce fuel subsidies and
other debt waivers and cash handouts.
But this situation can be moderated by
mitigating fiscal measures, such as cutting
expenditure in some areas.
The government’s commitment to fiscal
consolidation, lowering overall debt levels and
reducing reliance on cyclical oil revenues were
the main positive drivers of Malaysia’s credit
fundamentals over the last few years.
Despite the boost from GST, government
revenue to GDP moderated over the last few
years and remains low compared to similarrated peers; slower growth and a roll-back in
taxes would widen the gap further.
Standard Chartered Research stated
that any change in the fiscal consolidation
stance may slow down the trend in
government debt reduction.

GST TO BE REPLACED BY SST

Eﬀective 1st June 2018, GST will be reduced
from six per cent to zero per cent until
further notice. However total removal needs
to be tabled and passed by the Parliament

SME Association of Malaysia president Datuk
Michael Kang said that once the the GST rate
reduction comes into eﬀect, some businesses
might be facing a pricing dilemma.
“Although GST will be reduced to zero
per cent, registered businesses such as retailers
face a cost issue. This is because they would
have purchased stocks before June and GST
were applied to these stocks. It will be a cost
to the registered retailers.
“When deciding on pricing for goods, it
will be harder for them to compete with nonregistered retailers or businesses.”
He added that there is also the
question of when will the SST be brought
into eﬀect, which adds to the uncertainties
businesses are facing due to changes in the
government’s policies.

A POST-ELECTION TRANSITION PERIOD

According to an analysis by Standard
Chartered Research, there may be questions
and policy uncertainty in the near term,
following the election results.
Markets are following closely latest
developments of plans to replace the GST
with a Sales and Services Tax (SST), which
was in place before GST. In the 2018 Budget,
projected GST revenue is RM43.8 billion.
The report said that the functioning
of the new parliament will also be closely
watched. The ruling coalition is made up
of four parties, and the new opposition is

SALES AND SERVICE TAX (SST)

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX (GST)

Sales Tax is only imposed on
one level of production, which
normally happens at the output
level, when goods are being taken
out from the factory.

GST is a consumerism tax based on added
value concept at each level in the supply
chain, from production to consumer.

Service tax is imposed on certain
services when oﬀered to the consumer.

It is imposed on goods and services at
every level of production and distribution
in the supply chain including exported
goods and services.
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ang also commented on the
imminent minimum wage hike.
He said that the minimum
wage policy should be multilevel where the wage structure is linked to
employee’s productivity. “Any increase in
minimum wage is an additional cost to
employers and the manufacturers will be
among those feeling the biggest impact.”

K

MINIMUM WAGE BIG IMPACT ON SMEs

Keeping this in mind, Kang urged the
government to hold dialogues with various
related industries to get feedback before
implementing the new minimum wage
structure.
“There should be a mechanism where an
employee’s minimum wage is computed based
on his or her productivity.
According to recent studies and statistics,
Malaysia’s Labour Productivity dropped by 3.6
per cent year on year in 2017. This prompted
the previous Malaysian government to roll out
the Malaysia Productivity Blueprint (MPB)
which encouraged the adoption and utilisation
of technology to increase productivity.
In PH’s manifesto, it is said that the
minimum wage will be increased to RM1,500
nationwide. As of now, minimum wage in
Peninsular Malaysia is RM1,000 and East
Malaysia is RM900.
To give you an idea of how the
proposed minimum wage hike will
impact manufacturers and other
industries who hire foreign
workers, SME worked out two
scenarios:

“If the coming minimum
wage hike is implemented
as a ‘blanket’ policy, then
transfer pricing will
happen. In other words,
increased labour cost will
be added into the price
of goods and consumers
end up paying more.”
- SME Association president
Datuk Michael Kang

SCENARIO 1

(PENINSULAR MALAYSIA):
At the time this
publication went to print,
no oﬃcial announcement
has been made by the
government on when
will the next minimum
wage hike happen.
In Malaysia,
minimum wage refers to
lowest gross wage per
month and it does not
apply to apprentices and
domestic servants.
The minimum
wage was announced
in October 2010 and
introduced in January 2013
as one of the government’s
policy instruments vide New
Economic Model (NEM). The
purpose is to ensure inclusiveness
by transforming the economy from
a middle-income to a high-income
economy by the year 2020.

RM1,000 + RM500
(50 per cent hike)
= RM1,500
Monthly additional cost per head
= RM500/month
Annual additional cost per head
= RM6,000
*If a factory hires 30 foreign workers, then
it will need to bear an additional cost of
RM180,000 a year. This excludes other
payroll expenses and statutory contributions.

SCENARIO 2
(EAST MALAYSIA):

RM900 + RM600
(66.67 per cent hike)
= RM1,500
Monthly additional cost per head
= RM600/month
Annual additional cost per head
= RM7,200
*If a factory hires 30 foreign workers, then
it will need to bear an additional cost of
RM216,000 a year. This excludes other
payroll expenses and statutory contributions.
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HONG

or those familiar with Malaysian
politics, Wong Chen is part of the new
guard of Parti Keadilan Rakyat MPs
elected as part of the then-Opposition’s
“tsunami” in 2013. In the recently
concluded 14th General Election, he
was elected as MP for Subang.
Wong’s involvement with
Parti Keadilan Rakyat started in
2008, when he was asked to draft
the former Opposition coalition,
Pakatan Rakyat’s constitution.
Trained as a lawyer and practicing corporate law before his
involvement in politics, SME interviews Wong Chen in this issue to
get a perspective on how the new government’s economic policies
will look like.

F

Q

: HOW WILL THE ABOLISHMENT OF GST HELP SMEs IN MALAYSIA?
A: Firstly, we expect that sales will go up as the cost of goods comes

down. As the actual prices that consumers pay will come down,
corporations and SMEs can expect higher revenues.
From an SME point of view, GST is a cost which is passed on
to consumers. If the government is eﬃcient in its repayment of GST
credits, it’s not so bad.
However, the ineﬃciency of the
GST credits repayment creates
an environment where it is
ultimately bad for the consumer.
If consumers are under strain, it
is not good for business overall.

Q

: WHEN IT COMES TO
START-UP GRANTS, HOW WILL
THESE BE ALLOCATED FOR?
A: If a start-up has a great idea,
venture capitalists (VCs) in the
private sector will sort it out.
The market will take care of
itself. The government should
not play the role of VC. It is
not viable. In contrast, the
government should sort itself
out first before investing in
other people’s businesses.
The question is, is
government money used
properly in this context?
While we do want to
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promote better productivity for the nation, interference in the market where the market can
do better than the government should be curbed. Instead, the government should spend on
education, not trying to be a VC.
If we do support start-up grants, we expect their investment returns to perform on par with
what private sector VCs expect.

Q

: HOW WILL THE BUSINESS PROCESSES RELATING TO GOVERNMENT
PROCUREMENT BE SIMPLIFIED, AND TO BE IN FAVOUR OF SMEs?
A: We want to ensure contracts are given to local SMEs, like how Japan and South Korea do it.
However, government contracts need to be fought among locals. There will be no easy deal.
Furthermore, before a contract ends, we will reopen the contract to a transparent, open
tender system.
We will not just consider the lowest bidder, but also the history and track record in
delivering. Tenders are based on ability to supply, a good and fair price, and importantly, the
integrity of the bidder and the bidding process.

Q

: WHAT ABOUT PROCUREMENT FOR PROJECTS WHOSE TECHNOLOGICAL
SCOPE IS BEYOND OUR LOCAL COMPANIES?
A: Firstly, we will ask the private sector to give their input, if the contract is doable. For

technologically advanced projects like this, the aim is for transfer of technology.
But we will use as much local content as possible, for example local labour, local suppliers
etc. Our goal is to learn more advanced technologies, as well as foreign direct investment in
Malaysia, not outflow of our resources to another country.

government is not corrupt and supportive of
their development.
This is similar to South Korea and
Japan where there is an unspoken agreement
between companies and government, forming
a united economic plan to ensure the growth
of the nation.
Better paid workers are much more
productive, and we will transform Malaysian
SMEs into world beaters.

Q

: HOW WILL THE REFORM OF THE TAX
STRUCTURE HELP SMEs?
A: Currently, SMEs get a lot of tax breaks, but

there is one issue we would like to highlight.
One of the biggest challenges in Malaysia
is our reliance on foreign labour.
We understand that in certain sectors,
like the palm oil industry, there is no choice.
However, in factories, if automation is pursued
to reduce the need for foreign workers, tax
breaks will be given by the government.

Q

: GIVEN THAT THIS WAS IN PAKATAN HARAPAN’S MANIFESTO,
HOW WOULD THE INCREASE IN MINIMUM WAGE AFFECT SMEs?
A: SMEs need to engage the government on the issue, and we will not roll out anything without

prior engagement. We want SMEs to believe that we care for businesses as well as the people, but
it’s a delicate balance.
People in Malaysia should not be paid so low as to be destitute – that is a fundamental
humanitarian issue, not just an economic issue.
What I have seen as an MP in the poor areas of my constituency, if the parents are financially
desperate, the children will not have a good chance in life. They will become gang members, and
they will create social problems like drug abuse, prostitution, robbery, gangsterism.

All these have a big impact on the community. While of course they wouldn’t rob an SME factory,
they will rob you, the owner of the SME, while you and your family will be threatened as well.
We cannot continue on a low cost, bare minimum wage, but at the same time expect people
to return to Malaysia to work.
SMEs must understand, minimum wages need to go up over time, so let’s come up with a
formula to work it out. We will propose a co-pay system, used by the Singaporean government.
When workers get an extra RM200 a month, they will spend the extra money, creating an
economic multiplier. These will go into goods and services, which are also provided by SMEs.
This is the best way to get out of the middle-income trap, to ensure that wages all over the
country continuously rise so Malaysia can become a high-income nation.
SMEs need to get out of their shell of “we are only interested in making money” at the
expense of the country.
In order to grow their business, SMEs need to care for the country.
SMEs must stop looking at the business individually, and look at the bigger picture where the

Foreign workers repatriate their
wages back to their home country. This is
a loss to the federal government and will
weaken our currency.
So, whatever savings are achieved from
the reduction of foreign labour will be given
back to the SMEs as a tax break.
It is preferable to hire more Malaysians
at a higher wage, to run automated systems
in factories.
The Malaysian corporate tax rate
at 25 per cent is quite reasonable, as the
Government needs revenue to invest in
education and training.
It is a balancing act, but we want to
encourage companies to be better citizens.
We would also like to encourage better
corporate governance.
For example, companies who have a
more gender diverse board will be rewarded
via small tax breaks of around one per cent.
Companies should stop thinking in
their own selfish interests and become part
of a larger ecosystem, which is Malaysia,
Incorporated.
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ROMAN’S
REIGN

COMPILED BY
ONG
XIANG HONG

HOW
ABRAMOVICH DEFIED
THE ODDS
“I HAVE NO NAPOLEONIC
DREAM. I'M JUST HARDWORKING AND PRAGMATIC.”
t’s hard to imagine someone who has
experienced both the highs and lows of life as
Roman Abramovich. Born to poverty and
raised in the far north of Russia, Abramovich is
now a multi-billionaire and famous for being
the owner of Chelsea Football Club.
Despite this, he remains media shy and
secretive. He is not a man without controversy,
as is any Russian oligarch who got rich in the
post-Soviet collapse. However, with his purchase of Chelsea FC, he
has given himself somewhat of a status of a man about town. Still, his
past continues to haunt him, as does his relationship with the current
Russian president, Vladimir Putin.
So how did a Russian orphan rise up to become one of the world’s
richest self-made men?

I

HARSH BEGINNINGS

Roman Arkadyevich Abramovich was born to a lower middle class
family on the Volga River. However, he was orphaned at the age of four,
and spent his childhood raised by his grandparents in Komi, a bleak
Siberian town 700 miles north of Moscow. There, the harsh region
experiences long periods of Arctic cold, darkness and thick permafrost.
Abramovich’s first enterprise came when he was with the Soviet
army during compulsory military service. He cut a deal with drivers
of his unit to trade gasoline for candy and pastry. He then sold the
‘saved-up’ gasoline to some of the commissioned oﬃcers of his unit. At
the time, gasoline cost 40 kopeks a litre, while Abramovich sold it at
20 kopeks a litre. The oﬃcers could buy gas for their cars at half price,
while Abramovich kept some of the profits.
Soon after leaving the army, he dropped out of university as well.
Abramovich did various things to make money during this period. He
worked as a street trader, selling plastic toys and automobile parts. He
also sold imported rubber ducks out of his apartment with his wife. His
business soon become highly profitable thanks to Abramovich’s business
acumen, and he was wealthy compared to other Russians at the time.
For a businessman operating in the era of perestroika, it was a
time of great hardship but also a time of great opportunity. As the
Soviet Union was collapsing, much of its moribund state-owned
enterprises shed their assets onto the open market. In the subsequent
lawlessness that followed, Russian gangs and corruption made quick
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work carving up these assets. Many modern
Russian oligarchs got their billions from this
ruthless scramble.
During this period, Abramovich sensed
an opportunity and diversified his business
further, spreading his wealth from toys to oil
and pig farming. He set up and liquidated at
least 20 companies during the early 1990s,
in sectors as diverse as tire retreading and
bodyguard recruitment. His entrepreneurial
instincts had served him well, but he was
about to be introduced to the vicious, sordid
realm that is Russian politics.

FROM RICH MAN TO PLUTOCRAT

By 1993, Abramovich was considered of
suﬃcient interest and wealth to be invited to a
meeting on a yacht in the Caribbean, featuring
some of the leading businessmen to profit
from the post-Soviet era. There, he met Boris
Berezovsky, who introduced him to the world
of international oil trading.

Before they fell out, Abramovich
attributed much of his success to Berezovsky,
who was also former Russian premier Boris
Yeltsin’s financial right-hand man. Berezovsky
and Abramovich first started out as oil
traders, and politically-connected Berezovsky
introduced the Yeltsin family to Abramovich.
Young and ambitious, Abramovich cultivated
that relationship, even contributing millions to
Yeltsin’s re-election campaign in 1996.
Abramovich’s big breakthrough came
when he and Berezovsky gained control of
the previously government-owned oil giant
Sibneft. They paid a fraction of the true value
of the company and rapidly turned it into
billions. At the time however, the transaction
was perfectly legal within the murky laws of
post-Soviet Russia.
In 1999, now a full-fledged Russian
oligarch, Abramovich was elected governor
of Russia's remote, far eastern province of
Chukotka. He spent hundreds of millions of

his own money to rebuild the impoverished
region, building new schools, housing and
infrastructure. He was building an image to
the world of a self-made man, powerful and
wealthy, but also aware of those who had done
less well in the post-Soviet years.
When Vladimir Putin first become
president of Russia, Abramovich quickly
aligned himself with him. He eventually
became one of the Putin’s closest confidants
and trusted advisors. When Putin formed his
first cabinet, Abramovich interviewed each of
the candidates for cabinet positions.
On the other hand, Berezovsky fell
out of favour with Russian authority once
his patron, Yeltsin resigned from power. At
the time, Yeltsin was ill and suﬀering from
alcoholism, and was deeply unpopular at the
time of his resignation.
Subsequently, when Berezovsky was
investigated for fraud into the Sibneft deal,
Abramovich swiftly cut ties with him. Exiled
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to the United Kingdom, Berezovsky brought
a civil case against Abramovich regarding
Sibneft, alleging blackmail, breach of trust and
breach of contract, and seeking over £3 billion
in damages. The High Court of England and
Wales eventually dismissed the lawsuit, citing
partially Berezovsky’s unreliability as a witness
in contrast to Abramovich’s consistency and
truthfulness of his testimony.

CHELSEA TO CHELSKI

Abramovich’s reasons for buying Chelsea
remain opaque. He was relatively young,
publicity shy, a governor of a faraway, frozen
province in Russia and had made a lot of
money in oil and gas. In an interview with the
BBC, his reasons for buying a football club
was, essentially, because he was bored and
wanted a new challenge.
Pini Zahavi, the Israeli super agent
and fixer, oﬀered Abramovich several
options to purchase. Among them were
Portsmouth FC and Manchester United, but
Abramovich ultimately settled on Chelsea.
This was probably due to Chelsea’s location
near Knightsbridge, where Abramovich
had his second home among London’s
international elite.
Chelsea was also in dire financial straits,
at one point nearly failing to pay their staﬀ
salary. The club’s previous owner, Ken Bates
had dragged Chelsea out from the Third
Division, but now the club was saddled with
millions of pounds of debt. Reconstruction
of its Stamford Bridge stadium, as well as
maintaining its high profile player roster, was
eating into the club’s finances.
When Abramovich bought Chelsea,
it catapulted him into the global sporting
spotlight. Previously media shy, he began
appearing at Chelsea’s games, watching them
with apparent interest and cheering along
with fans. The English media swiftly dubbed
the club ‘Chelski’, in reference to its new
Russian owner.
His lavish spending at the club
transformed Chelsea overnight from a club
of middling success to one of England’s
top teams, able to compete with traditional
powerhouses Manchester United, Liverpool,
and especially cross-city rivals Arsenal.
Abramovich has also taken a personal interest
in the management of the club, where second
place is not good enough. He demands the
best from his managers and players, and as a
result has seen more than 10 managers come
and go since his takeover in 2003.
However, with a star-studded team and a
cupboard full of silverware, Chelsea has seen
its value skyrocket. Since 2003, no English
club has won more championships, the 2012
Champions League title being the icing on
the cake. Forbes estimates that Chelsea is
now the seventh most valuable football club

in the world, ahead of Juventus, AC Milan
and Liverpool. While it is unclear whether
Abramovich will ever recoup his investment in
Chelsea, it is clear that money can buy success.
Furthermore, Abramovich’s money has
also transformed the English Premier League
as a whole. Other clubs have had to find
their own wealthy sponsors to keep up with
Abramovich’s riches, or fall by the wayside.
For example, Manchester City’s purchase by
the Abu Dhabi United Group has upended
the league, bringing a new club into heights
hitherto undreamed of, akin to an ugly cousin
transformed into the belle of the ball via an
expensive dress and an even more expensive
plastic surgery regime.

USING AND GIVING AWAY HIS WEALTH

Abramovich reportedly enjoys the high life
with his family. He owns a vast collection of
art, fast cars, and luxury homes in London,
Russia and elsewhere. He has also become the
world's greatest spender on luxury yachts, and
always maintains a fleet of yachts which the
media have called ‘Abramovich's Navy’.
However, despite accumulating vast
wealth, Abramovich is not selfish with his
money. It is estimated that he has reportedly
donated more money to charity than any
other living Russian. His personal investment
in Chukotka alone has totalled more than
US$2.5 billion. Although he has resigned from
the position of governor of the region, his
charitable work continues there.
In sports, aside from his involvement
in Chelsea FC, Abramovich also sponsors
a foundation in Russia called the National
Academy of Football. The organization
sponsors youth sports programs throughout
the country and has constructed more than
fifty football pitches in various cities and
towns. Abramovich also played a large role in
bringing Guus Hiddink to manage the Russian
national football team in 2006.
Abramovich’s profile is certainly a lot
lower than it was during the early days of his
Chelsea FC acquisition. However, with the
2018 World Cup in Russia looming, his association with football will be more closely scrutinised. Already he has bankrolled Russia’s bid
for the World Cup, as well as the construction
of new stadiums for the World Cup.
His business deals may be questionable,
but it cannot be denied that Roman
Abramovich’s entrepreneurial zeal and
business sense has played some part in
transforming both Russia and his beloved
Chelsea FC. By demanding only the best
from his staﬀ, Abramovich as a manager
himself draws out the best in organisations.
From being raised an orphan, to one of
Russia’s most influential men, Abramovich’s
remarkable journey shows us the value of
hard work and pragmatism.

“To tell the truth I cannot
call my childhood bad. In
your childhood you can't
compare things: one eats
carrots, one eats candy, both
taste good. As a child you
cannot tell the diﬀerence.”
“Charity is a very complicated
thing. It's important to find
an area where you can really
help and you can feel the
results. Charity is not like
feeding pigeons in the square.
It is a process that requires
professional management.”
“The goal is to win. It's not
about making money. I have
many much less risky ways of
making money than this
(buying Chelsea football club).
I don't want to throw my money
away, but it's really about
having fun and that means
success and trophies.”
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wn a company with a
very small team and
you do not want to
rent a permanent
address? Co-working
space might just be
what you need.
Co-working
spaces cater to the needs of independent
professionals and people with workplace
flexibility to bring them together under one
roof. The idea is to create an environment
where they can work better together than
they do alone.
This subsector of the property
industry oﬀers a solution to entrepreneurs,
freelancers, and small businesses. These
“oﬃces” allow them to rent a space they can
use as an oﬃce and help them stay away the
distractions of working from home.
The core purpose of creating a coworking space is to build a community and
promote sustainability. Each coworking
community upholds certain values, as well
as interact, support and share ideas with
one another.
Looking at Southeast Asia, the concept
of co-working is well received and become
popular especially in countries like the
Philippines, Singapore, and Vietnam, where
space is limited. Whereas in Malaysia,
coworking spaces are mainly found in Klang
Valley, the country’s heartland of industry
and commerce.
Colony KL is one of the more
luxurious-looking co-working spaces in
Kuala Lumpur. The space has a simple yet
elegant black-and-white theme, and having
comfortable furniture gives it a professional
yet laid-back look.
Founder Timothy Tiah said that despite
many HR studies saying that the working
environment plays an important role in what
a job candidate looks for in a job, few oﬃces
in South East Asia appear attractive to them.

O

“Nowadays,
companies find it
a big challenge to
recruit talents. It’s
not that it’s hard to
find good talent, it’s
that we as companies
have failed to
create working
opportunities that
attract them.”
BY
JEFF
TAN
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He said that Colony is created based on putting in eﬀorts to build a working environment
where people can really concentrate on their work. “Our team will take care of your secretarial
needs and make you feel comfortable at work.

“Our mission is to revolutionise the work
experience so that a work life balance can be
achieved, and to aid in employee retention with
the provision of desirable work spaces.”
- Colony KL
founder Timothy
One reason that makes Colony attractive is that it is equipped with its very own gym and
swimming pool.
“We are unique in the way we set up our space. In addition, we also target the more
established companies who are looking for a comfortable space as a venue for their smaller
and less formal events.” said Timothy
According to him, there is a “price war” among some co-working space in Klang Valley.

Due to the increasing number of new
co-working spaces the market is getting
somewhat saturated. In order to meet
occupancy rate expectations, some spaces
have been lowering their pricing,
said Timothy.
Therefore, Colony KL has been targeting
well established businesses and corporates
for their event package. This diversifies their
clientele and help to add another source of
revenue for the company.
There is no point to plunge into the
price war as “throwing prices” creates
bad competition which is bad news for the
market, said Timothy.
Nook founder Daniel Yap echoed
Timothy’s views on the price war among
newcomers in the co-working space market.
He said unlike how co-working spaces
created communities and create value, the
cost to set up, renovate and operate a coworking space now is costly.
“Because of the increased number of
spaces, some space operators are competing
solely on oﬀering very attractive prices. This
is not a sustainable and practical move. When
running a business, you need to balance your
expenditure and earnings.”
He said, “It is becoming a bigger
challenge for co-working spaces to get better
profits. The margin is simply getting smaller
with the rising rental and renovation costs.”
The unhealthy price competition has
driven some co-working space to overlook
the actual purpose of creating a community
for co-working individuals, said Daniel.
Over in Singapore, co-working
spaces continue to mushroom and major
operators are stressing the features that
distinguish their properties in a market
that some say is headed for consolidation.
In spite of the consolidation
“prediction”, one co-working space with
a specific theme, Trehaus, is doing well.
The co-working space was founded with
the vision of disrupting and changing the
landscape for working parents in Singapore
by providing an environment where quality
work and family life can co-exist.
“For my co-founders and I, at some
point in our lives when we became moms, we
wished that a space like Trehaus existed. We
dreamt of a space where we could have our
kids near us while we do productive work,
clear emails, take meetings and still have the
option of seeing our kids.
“And then we realised that there might
be so many parents - dads and moms alike like us, who had to make the tough decision
of either leaving the workforce or struggle
to be a business owner when we became a
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parent,” said Elizabeth Wu
She added that parents face the
challenge because traditional work
arrangements could not support our need to
fulfill family commitments.
“We saw a gap where working parents
can be further supported. And at Trehaus,
we hope to fill this gap by providing a
space and growing a community like
the proverbial village that raises a child.
This way, we can build our careers and
businesses with a peace of mind and have
our children close by.

“We hope
that Trehaus is a
start to educating
employers and
employees that a
flexible work-life
arrangement can be
productive, eﬃcient
and definitely
beneficial to the
workforce in the
long run.”
- Trehaus co-founder
Elizabeth Wu

Sharing her personal story, she said
that she stayed home five years ago
to be with my three kids. “I wanted
to supplement the family income and
start my own enrichment business to keep
myself meaningfully occupied.
“While preparing to start a business and
doing some freelance writing, I found myself
working out of indoor playgrounds a lot,
which was lonely and highly unsustainable.
“That was when I wished a space like
Trehaus would exist. A place where I could
get work done, meet people, have adult
conversations for myself and where my kids
would not just be playing mindlessly but
well looked after and engaged in exploratory
activities and free play.”
She said that when I she met her cofounders, they decided to take the plunge to
make Trehaus a reality.
Like any startup, Elizabeth and her cofounders bootstrapped and have a very lean
team. “We wear multiple hats in Trehaus and
we need to be agile and flexible to change,
and that sometimes can be challenging for
any team.
“We are big of building a modern village
where there's community building, quality
care for the kids and a conducive workplace
for our members. It's like running two
businesses because there is the kids side of
things and also the work side of things.”

She said, “To achieve that
operational excellence and seamless
teamwork, it takes a very vested
entrepreneurial team who is ready and
willing to plough with you to make worklife integration a reality for our members.
“And as with most businesses, it's
challenging to find good people! But I would
say Trehaus is very blessed to have good
people come our way who work with so
much passion, fully believing in what we are
trying to create here.”
Speaking on the co-working space market
in Singapore, she said that it is huge one.
“So many of these spaces are everywhere
here, now, compared to when we first started
in 2016. There is both the emphasis on
competing on price points and creating value
and building community, and you kind of have
to do both in this very competitive industry.”
Giving her advice to budding
entrepreneurs with plans to enter the coworking space market, Elizabeth said, “I
think anyone starting out would definitely
need to find a niche. You definitely need
to be looking at what are some needs,
gaps, and demands that's out there which
a space+community can fill because the
market is already very competitive here.
“And I would say, even before you get
a physical space, build the right community
and grow that community.”
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s we grapple daily with the mayhem of
modern marketing it may be hard to believe,
but once upon a time marketing was fairly
simple.
If you covered the big three – print,
radio, and television – you were in pretty
good shape.
In those simpler times, we could
carefully craft an annual marketing plan and
then execute it with little to no adjustment. Campaigns were big, and
they came out infrequently. Plans were equally big, and they changed
very rarely.
While those simpler days of stable plans are certainly gone,
I wonder if the marketing world has evolved to keep pace. Most
marketers now work in quarter-long plans and think they’re doing pretty
well, but in a volatile, digital, hyper-connected world a lot can change in
90 days.
And marketing teams should be able to respond accordingly.
So let’s imagine that Team A changes their process to run in two-week
iterations instead of a quarterly plan. They can now re-calibrate every
fourteen days instead of every 90 days.
Compared to Team B, who’s only adjusting their plan every
quarter, this team is 543 per cent faster. They deliver something to their
audience 6 times (6x) more often*.
Sounds good, right?
Agile methods can deliver at this level, but you can’t get there just by
speeding up your current process. You’ve got to make the switch to truly
agile marketing.

A

WHY AGILE ITERATIONS MATTER

Most of us are accustomed to working in what’s known as the waterfall
method, in which each part of a project proceeds, one after the other, in
an orderly, linear fashion like water going down a cliﬀ.
You can’t skip steps in the process or do anything simultaneously;
everything is dependent on the previous steps.
What this means for our marketing output is that for a very long
time we release nothing, and then all of a sudden it comes out in one big
campaign launch.

This is highly risky for two big reasons:
1. Increasingly nimble competitors are probably going to get
something very similar out before you do. Then your huge
campaign is rendered irrelevant.
2. A lack of psychic abilities means that your expensive, perfectly
planned, beautifully choreographed campaign might be a total dud.
Recent research indicates that between 20 and 30 per cent of marketing
teams are practicing some level of agility, and those numbers are
climbing all the time. If you’re still running at a quarterly pace, you’re
going to be left behind very soon.
And even major brands that are historically on point can make big
blunders (just ask Dove and Pepsi).
Small, frequent releases are clearly the way to go, but creating
the right conditions for this approach requires us to change both our
process and our mindset.

GETTING TO A MORE AGILE MARKETING PROCESS This article is all

about process, but it’s important to remember that without a supportive
culture you’ll be struggling against a strong current as you work to
implement these kinds of changes.
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Long-term success requires strong grounding in the Agile Manifesto and
a willingness to adapt based on Agile values and principles. Don’t get
so caught up in the day-to-day practices that let you DO Agile that you
forget to really BE Agile.

This approach has a flexibility which makes it a great choice for
those teams whose process already seems to work pretty well but who
want a quick way to gain a competitive advantage.

PICK THE RIGHT AGILE APPROACH The first, and possibly most critical,

ultimately choose, you’ll need to get in the habit of breaking your work
down into smaller components. Remember, we want to release every
couple of weeks, not once a quarter.
Getting into the habit of thinking about the minimum viable
version of your campaigns can help here.
I’m adapting this idea from Eric Ries’ The Lean Startup, where he
advises entrepreneurs to release an MVP (Minimum Viable Product) as
quickly as possible to test their ideas.
For us marketers, it’s more like an MVC – Minimum Viable
Campaign. Ask yourself, “What’s the smallest thing I could put in front
of my audience that could survive on its own and teach me something?”
Take a couple of weeks to create that, and then get it out there. If
your MVC requires more than a few weeks of work, you’re probably
thinking too big.
After your MVC is live, watch what happens and adjust
accordingly. Build on success. Abandon failure. Iterate and improve
with each new release until you have your masterpiece.

step in your Agile marketing journey is to decide what framework you’ll
use to guide your team(s).

The three most common are:
Scrum: The most well known and most structured approach, Scrum
is based on time-boxed Sprints that last 1 to 4 weeks.
Kanban: A model for continuous improvement more than a work
management system, Kanban is designed to fit onto whatever process
you have now and make it work better.
Scrumban: As the name implies, Scrumban is a hybrid of Scrum and
Kanban, allowing Agile teams to pick and choose from both
approaches to create a customized system of their own.

FROM QUARTERLY PLANS TO MVC Whatever Agile approach you

EMPOWER YOUR AGILE MARKETING TEAMS You may hear Agile teams

We’re going to investigate the best use cases for each of these Agile
methodologies, but we won’t cover them all in detail. Follow the links in
each section to learn more about each one.

referred to as “self-organising” or “self-managing,” and to a large extent,
they should be.
But Agile teams are not all-powerful or all-knowing. They
still require guidance in the form of strategic objectives that are
communicated clearly and often.

WHEN TO USE SCRUM: Scrum was designed to work best on small teams (5
to 8 approximately) that are highly cross-functional (they have all the
needed skills to complete their work).
It helps teams release work more frequently and encourages
iteration by allowing teams to regularly go back and improve on work
they’ve already released.
Keep in mind that Scrum does make strong demands on teams to
work in particular ways. It includes ceremonies (aka meetings) and roles
that are all but required to make the methodology work. If change is
hard in your organisation, this may not be the right option.
If you work in software or another tech-centered industry, you may
feel pressure to use Scrum. A word of caution: many marketers move
away from Scrum after just a few months. Make sure it’s the right fit
before you dive in.
WHEN TO USE KANBAN: As we saw earlier, Kanban is far more adaptive than
Scrum. It’s a great choice for teams whose sizes fall outside the Scrum
range, meaning teams of less than five or more than eight.
Kanban is also a good choice for teams that are reliant on external
contributors, such as agencies, freelancers, or other departments. If you
have to wait for someone else to contribute before you can complete
a project, it can be diﬃcult to stick with the strict S=sprint timeboxes
Scrum calls for.
Finally, consider Kanban if your marketers are already stressed out
and couldn’t handle a major upheaval. It can still dramatically increase
your pace of completing work, but it won’t require you to overhaul your
entire system all at once.
WHEN TO USE SCRUMBAN: If you were intrigued by the above description
of Kanban but can’t imagine abandoning timeboxing altogether, then
Scrumban is for you.
Think of it as using a Kanban system for continuous improvement
in a Scrum environment.
Scrumban oﬀers the predictable, frequent delivery of Scrum without
some of the administrative overhead that can bog Scrum teams down.

Marketing leadership should determine WHAT the team will do based
on priorities and strategy. The team then chooses HOW to accomplish
those goals. If they’re busy struggling to identify the what, they’ll be less
eﬀective at execution, so don’t leave them guessing what they should be
working on just because they’re Agile.

THE PATH TO 6 TIMES OUTPUT Agile is fast, but it doesn’t just mean
increasing the pace of what you’re doing now. You won’t get six times
the output with a faster version of the waterfall approach.
Instead, it’s time to embrace minimum viable campaigns, empower
your teams to experiment, and make your marketing process really and
truly Agile.
If you don’t, you may find yourself being left far behind by an Agile
competitor who can communicate with customers 6 times more often.
Hat tip to Scott Brinker, whose book Hacking Marketing first
introduced me to this shocking bit of math.
ANDREA IS A CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL IN AGILE COACHING (ICP-ACC) AND A CERTIFIED AGILE
LEADER (CAL-1). THIS ARTICLE FIRST APPEARED ON JEFFBULLAS.COM.

all relevant information that even a first-time advertiser would be able to
book the right ad space.

BRINGING THE
SIMPLICITY OF ONLINE
AD BOOKINGS TO
OFFLINE ADVERTISING
Two women in ad-tech take bold steps to digitalise
traditional media with the aim of helping local
businesses grow with eﬀective advertising.
or most SMEs,
oﬄine advertising
is something that
is not really
looked at as part
of their marketing
strategy. One reason is that oﬄine
advertising is still an incredibly
manual process with many of the
tasks handled by media agencies,
who focus mainly on large
corporate clients with big budgets.
Add in the myriad media
formats, complex jargon and
diﬀerent utilisations of said
formats, it can be daunting for
SMEs to venture into oﬄine
advertising, especially when
compared to how easy it is to set
up an online advertising campaign.
But what if there is a way to
run an oﬄine advertising campaign
as easy as it is an online one?

F

SIMPLIFYING OFFLINE
ADVERTISING In comes

AdEasy. Founded by Melissa
Sim and Therine Goh, who
are the CEO and COO of the
company respectively, this
online platform aims to simplify
the whole ad-buying process
especially for SMEs.
The platform is designed to
provide a fully integrated onestop-shop solution for not only
advertisers but ad sellers as well.
Functioning akin to an online
marketplace for ads, AdEasy

has made the ad buying process
almost as easy as the Airbnb
accommodation booking process.
That’s quite a tall order
considering the many diﬀerent
formats available for oﬄine media.
However, AdEasy has managed to
do so, oﬀering a range of oﬄine
advertising options from cinema to
print, and out-of-home to broadcast
on their platform complete with
information such as pricing and
reach. As easy as the AdEasy
platform might be for advertisers
to use, simplifying the whole media
buying process was quite the
challenge for Melissa and Therine.
“Advertising is a decadesold industry, but even now, its
processes are still very manual.
We are not only listing a single
format but all of them. When we
first started, there was no existing
platform like AdEasy, so we had
to build from ground-up. We
spent about a year simplifying
everything to just a few steps, and
did away with a lot of marketing
and media jargons that would
confuse our SME clients. As every
diﬀerent media may have their
own terms for the same things,
we had to make things more
understandable for the layman,”
Melissa elaborated.
The eﬀort has paid oﬀ as
the platform sports a simple-tounderstand and user-friendly
interface that comes complete with

DEVELOPED BASED ON EXPERIENCE The AdEasy platform is a reflection
of the experience of Melissa and Therine. Both are veterans in the ad
industry, with Melissa having done media sales in Media Prima, and
Therine being a marketer in Genting Berhad and General Mills. The
platform was developed to incorporate their experiences from both the
media and client side of the advertising industry. The skew towards SMEs
on the platform is especially apparent as Therine has experienced the
struggles that SMEs with limited budgets would go through.
“Having worked at Genting then at General Mills, I’ve experienced
the shift from having a large marketing budget to having little to
no budget at all. So I know the challenges that SMEs face having
to do their own advertising without the luxury of a media agency’s
assistance,” said Therine.
“The hours spent researching, calling and meeting with media sales
reps; and the uncertainty on which media to book after doing comparisons
– those pain points were real. AdEasy was conceptualised to provide a
solution for small-budget advertisers like me back then,” Therine added.
EDUCATION IS KEY AdEasy isn’t just an online marketplace for oﬄine

advertising. One of the biggest challenges that SMEs usually have is their
misconception of oﬄine advertising, and their inexperience with solid
marketing as a whole. Melissa and Therine want to address that.
“Most of the time when an SME ventures into oﬄine advertising, they
purchase it because it’s cheap. However, they do so without understanding
the proper utilisation of the format,” said Melissa.
“So when the campaign fails, they assume that oﬄine advertising
doesn’t work for them,” she continued.
To address this issue, AdEasy runs bi-weekly trainings for their clients
when they first sign-up. This allows them to educate their clients on the
basics of marketing and advertising before they actually start using the
AdEasy platform.
AdEasy’s free Advertising 101 training draws on both Melissa and
Therine’s experience in the industry to educate clients in coming up with
a basic marketing strategy, and how to fully utilise advertising formats in
their most eﬀective manner.
Therine’s marketing experience in a large local organisation, and a
multinational company (MNC) especially plays a crucial role in educating
their clients as the training’s content draws on that experience with
simplified practices and process that are more suitable for SMEs.
Education of clients aside, one of biggest challenges that AdEasy faces
is changing the mindset of SMEs in general.
According to Therine, many SMEs blur the line between marketing
and sales. So when SMEs hire a marketing person, more often than not,
that person also has to do sales as well. Therine adds that when their
clients come to their training, they make it very clear that marketing and
sales are two very diﬀerent things.
“You need to hire the right people. People with sales skills don’t
always have good marketing skills and vice versa, people with good
marketing skills don’t necessarily have good sales skills either,”
Therine explained.

CONSTANT GROWTH AdEasy has came a long way since the idea was
first conceived back in 2013, and it continues to grow. From the single
media partner they had back in 2013, they now boast 50 media partners
with 80 media profiles and 482 ad packages that span all oﬄine media
formats. And more are added to the platform each month.
With a recent partnership with Malaysian big data firm Ebizu,
AdEasy now oﬀers oﬄine advertising performance reports that track
out-of-home advertising campaigns’ results. Tracking options for other
oﬄine media types are slated in the pipeline.
Melissa concluded, “Our goal is to help SMEs grow by empowering
them with eﬀective media buys. Having data on ad performance is key
to better decision-making and higher ROI. AdEasy intends to make the
tracking of oﬄine advertising campaign’s results as easy as how digital
advertising performance is being tracked now.”
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usic festivals is not
new to Asia, but the
competition and
business
environment have
changed for this
subsector of the
music industry.
SME met up with
Iqbal Ameer, founder of Livespace, a music
event organiser to learn more on organising
and marketing music festivals.
He expects to see less music festival
brands in the future because of the
competition and “price war” among event
organisers. “It takes five years for a music
festival to break even, and this was before
the EDM (electronic dance music) boom,
he added.
Despite the challenging environment in
the market, Livescape managed to break even
into their second year of operations.
Iqbal explained that the reason behind
their success is largely due to their marketing
strategy which is very diﬀerent from
international music festival brands.
“Unlike the international players, we
believe that in each country consumers look
for diﬀerent things when it comes to taking
part in a music festival.

M

“It is not easy to
organise and run
music festivals,” he
said. “Other than
the budget, event
organisers must
have a sustainable
marketing strategy.”

- Iqbal Ameer

That is exactly why Livescape plans
its marketing campaigns according to the
targeted consumer base. “It is on a countryby-country basis. This is why we have the local
flair in every country where our music festival
package is available,” he said.
“What some of the bigger brands have
overlooked is the fact that in the ASEAN
region, every country has its own unique
culture and spending power of consumers in
each country is diﬀerent too.”
One product that Livescape really
takes pride in is “It’s The Ship”, which was
introduced into the market in 2014.
Throughout the five years of operating
It’s The Ship, Livescape has worked with
major cruise line operators such as the
Royal Caribbean Cruises and Norwegian
Cruise Line.
Asked on how he hatched the idea to
organise music festivals on cruise ships, Iqbal
said that it is something akin to the Blue
Ocean Strategy. “At Livescape, we believe in
innovation and that is why we oﬀer customised
music festival packages to cosumers.”
Cruise line operators are always on the
look for ways to increase their occupancy rate
and Livescape’s “It’s The Ship” can help them
attract the younger generation.
Iqbal said that millenials look for new
experiences when participating in a music
festival. “And it is not only the millenials, as
we also see the same consumer behaviour in
older age groups.”
Back then, people buy tour packages for
the convenience but there has been a shift
of consumer behaviour. “There are more
travellers spending money to buy experiences,”
said Iqbal.
Another purpose for Livescape to bring
their music festival onto a ship is to draw
people back to “old ways” of communicating
with one another.
“We are so tech-reliant that people do not
have conversations as frequent as they used
to. At the Bruno Mars concert held recently in
KL, he had to ask his fans to put down their
mobile phones because many of the concertgoers were shooting short video clips and
taking selfies wefies.”
Some travellers who signs up for It’s
The Ship packages will plan what to do on
the cruise ship, but they eventually end up
ditching their plan. “It is very hard for your
mobile phone to connect to the satellite data
signal, so you are basically cut oﬀ from the
social media world.
“It encourages people on board the ship
to talk to each other and get to know knew
friends. Once the little ice-breaking session
is done, cabin numbers are exchanged for
contact purpose by using the cabin phone.”
Iqbal said that most participants of It’s
The Ship end up taking part in activities with
their new friends.
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He also shared his participation in last
year’s Burning Man.
“The experience was life-changing. At one
point, I was so eager to get mobile data signal
that I walked all the way to the edge of the
event venue (Black Rock City).
“Then, my wife told me that I should put
my phone away and enjoy the activities and
impromptu performance in the Burning Man
event. I followed her advice and really enjoyed
the experience.”

BURNING MAN is an annual event in the
western United States at Black Rock City – a
temporary city erected in the Black Rock
Desert of northwest Nevada, approximately
100 miles (160 km) north-northeast of Reno.
The late summer event is an experiment
in community and art. It is influenced by
ten main principles: “radical” inclusion,
self-reliance, and self-expression, as well as
community cooperation, civic responsibility,
gifting, decommodification, participation,
immediacy, and leaving no trace.
The event takes its name from its
culmination, the symbolic ritual burning
of a large wooden eﬃgy ("the Man") that
traditionally occurs on the Saturday evening of
the event.
source: Wikipedia

Speaking on the issue of what steps can be
taken to promote local artistes, Iqbal said that
MATRADE is one of the government agencies
in the position to do so.
However, he pointed out that MATRADE
lacks the exposure of current places that oﬀer
programmes. They should talk to the local
music industry players such as Livescape.
He said that government agencies need
to keep up with the latest trends in the music
industry.
“One example of them not keeping up to
the trend is what I saw in one of my overseas
event. In the event, the Malaysian Tourism
Board had a dance group perform the Malay
traditional on stage.”

He suggested that the Tourism Board
could have talked to private companies who is
more familiar with what would the crowd be
more interested in.

“I am not saying we
should not promote
the traditional dance,
but they should
consider if it is the
best option. That
may be what they
want to promote, but
the question is if it
is actually what the
crowd wants to see
at the event.”

In the past 12 months, 91 per cent of
millennials (aged 18-34) attended a live
event - significantly up from three years ago
(82 per cent).
source: Eventbrite “Millennials Event Trends”,
June 2017

81 per cent of millennials (aged 18-34) said
they would choose to buy an experience
rather than something desirable, ahead
of their Gen X (aged 35-45) peers at 72
per cent
source: Eventbrite “The Experience Movement
Study”, Nov 2017

73 per cent of millennials say attending a
live event is a form of self-expression, versus
just 48 per cent of other generations.
Iqbal gave an example, where the British
Council keeping up the trend to strengthen his
call for governmental organisations to work
closely with private companies.
According to him, the British Council has
approached Livescape to help promote British
artistes in music festivals organised by the
company. “Dialogue between the public and
private sector is very important when it comes
to helping our local artistes.
“When artistes participate in an event,
they are actually hoping to gain as much
exposure as possible because in their line of
work, reputation means a lot to them.”
Towards the end of the interview session,
Iqbal urged government organisations to have
more dialogues with private companies to
grow the local music industry.

source: Eventbrite “Experience Economy”,
October 2017

70 per cent of Americans agree that
attending a live event has been more
successful at expanding their perspective
than just reading about a topic online.
source: Eventbrite “Experience Economy”,
October 2017

Millennials, a majority of this generation
is now in the workforce. They currently
command an estimated US$ 1.3 trillion in
annual consumer spending.
source: Eventbrite “Millennials Event Trends”,
June 2017

31 per cent of music fan millennials notice
sponsors by following a festival or a concert
on-site, higher than seeing a related advert
of a brand/company.
source: Repucom Live Music Report 2015

Music is the No. 1 passion point for people
between the age of 16-35. Studies show
that millennials perceive brands as more
authentic and trustworthy when they
sponsor a music festival, and are more likely
to purchase and recommend the sponsor's
product.
source: Cornerstone Agency Report 2016

Four out of five millennials say that
attending live events make them feel more
connected to other people, the community
around the World.
source: Eventbrite "The Millennials
Report 2017”
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FAST FOOD
FRANCHISES
he world of fast food is fast
paced and cutthroat. The
barriers to entry are low, and it
doesn’t take specialised
knowledge to assemble a
burger or fry a chicken.
However, brand-building and recognition is
diﬃcult for new entrants to the market. In
addition, it takes money and experience to run
an eﬀective marketing campaign.
This is where fast food franchises come
in. By riding on the back of an established
brand, wannabe entrepreneurs can cut their
teeth learning to run a fast food outlet. The
parent company will take care of marketing
and brand development, while also providing a
standardised recipe to simplify operations.
In Southeast Asia, among the ubiquitous
McDonalds and KFCs, several local fast
food franchises have rose to challenge the
multinational giants. By utilising their home
field advantage and local food knowledge, they
have carved out a niche for themselves in their
respective home markets. In this issue of SME
Magazine, we take a look at four homegrown
fast food franchises.

T

MARRYBROWN

ounded in 1981, Marrybrown started at a small shoplot in Wong
Ah Fook Street, Johor Bahru by couple Dato Lawrence Liew and
Datin Nancy Liew. At the time, US-based multinational fast food
chains had already been dominating the Malaysian fast food
market, having entered the country 10 years earlier. This led the couple to
invent their own ideas based on Malaysian food and its taste.
It was a huge success, and currently Marrybrown is the world’s
largest halal quick service restaurant brand. It now has outlets operating in
Malaysia, China, Indonesia, India, Sri Lanka, Maldives, Africa, the Middle
East and Myanmar.
Marrybrown’s menu features Western-style dishes tailored to local
tastes, such as burgers, fried chicken plates, and potato fries. It also has
local specialities including rice dishes, noodles, and nasi lemak (served
as ‘Nasi Marrybrown’). Chicken is at the core of the menu, as the focus
is on halal dishes that everyone can enjoy. In international locations,
Marrybrown’s also incorporates local favourites into the menu.

F

FRANCHISING:

Marrybrown is currently 82 per cent franchised, and it is oﬀering more
franchise opportunities both in Malaysia and internationally.
Prospective franchisees of Marrybrown do not necessarily need
restaurant experience, although a strong business management background
is essential. Marrybrown has designed a comprehensive training programme
for new franchisees. It includes field training in an existing Marrybrown
restaurant and classroom sessions at its corporate training centre.
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SUGARBUN

ugarBun is another homegrown Malaysian fast food franchise, this
time with its roots in Sarawak. Established in 1979, SugarBun
was started at a time when neither of the multinational fast food
chains had entered the Sarawak market. Currently, the company
has outlets all over Sarawak, even in rural areas, and has expanded
internationally into Brunei, Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Australia.
SugarBun’s philosophy is believing in families eating real food together,
by oﬀering something delicious for all ages, from children to seniors.
Therefore, the menu is heavy on chicken and fish, prepared in both Asian
and Western styles.
As a result, the menu of SugarBun is an Asian-fusion menu, including
nasi lemak and sambal fish prepared using red tilapia specially bred in Sri
Aman, Sarawak. SugarBun’s key product is Broasted Chicken, famous for
being juicer, tender and less oily, unlike the typical fried chicken. SugarBun
also oﬀers meals centred on its Broasted Chicken, as well as fast food
classics like burgers and French fries.

S

FRANCHISING:

SB Supplies & Logistics Sdn Bhd (SBSL) represents the franchising arm of
SugarBun. It is entrusted with the role of keeping and protecting the value of
SugarBun's brand image and identity. The company further plays custodian
and service provider to all franchisees in terms of business consultation and
adherence to day-to-day franchise business compliance.
SBSL’s franchise agreement is issued on each unit for 15 years, with
an option to renew for another 5 years. The franchise fee for a single unit is
RM60,000, as well as an initial advertising fee of RM15,000. Monthly fees
to be paid include:
Royalty fee of 4 per cent of monthly net sales,
Advertising fee of 3 per cent of monthly net sales (both excluding
6 per cent GST).

CHOWKING

nusual among fast food outlets, Chowking doesn’t serve burgers
or French fries. Instead, the Philippine-based franchise focuses on
a Chinese food menu, with Western-style fast food service.
Founded in 1985 by Robert Kuan, Chowking set up its first store in 1985 at
a time when US-style burger joints were dominating the fast food scene in
the Philippines.
Chowking’s menu focuses on everyday Filipino Chinese food that is
well known and loved by locals, such as fried rice, pork buns, noodle soups,
and spring rolls. As a subsidiary of Jollibee Foods Corporation, its supply
chain and corporate look is standardised with other brands under the
Jollibee umbrella.
Furthermore, Chowking has also expanded its operations overseas, to
locations in the United States, Indonesia and the Middle East. Following its
ethos of adaptation to local tastes and cultures, Chowking’s operations in
Indonesia are Halal-certified in Indonesia.

U

FRANCHISING:

Chowking views its franchisees as business partners. Just as it is Chowking’s
mission to make its customers happy, it aims to make its franchise partners
happy as well. As at June 2015, 55% of Chowking’s total store network is
franchise owned.
Franchisees are expected to be actively involved in the operation of
their store and to be supportive of policies and initiatives to build the brand.
A Chowking franchise term is for 10 years, renewable subject to
certain conditions in the franchise contract. For the lease side, the required
investment is Php 14 to 15 million pesos, which includes kitchen facilities,
construction and finishes, furnitures and fixtures, signage, menu board etc.,
on top of an initial franchise fee of Php 1 million pesos.

KEBAB TURKI BABA RAFI

ebabs are a traditional Middle Eastern street food, meant to be eaten on the go. Kebab Turki Baba Rafi (KTBR) has imported that concept into
Indonesia. Started in 2003 as a cart operated by entrepreneur Hendy Setiono, KTBR has now expanded to 1300 branches across Indonesia and
has a presence in 9 countries.
While KTBR does operate some stores, 80 per cent of its franchises are based on simple setups similar to kiosks and food carts, keeping costs low. As its
name implies, KTBR’s menu consists primarily of kebabs and other Middle Eastern foods, such as shawarma and flatbreads. It’s menu items are also much
cheaper than what Western fast food chains are charging for their main oﬀerings, making it a more attractive option for locals.

K

FRANCHISING: KTBR oﬀers pre-opening and day-to-day support in operations for franchisees. Franchise operators do not necessarily need prior experience
in the F&B industry, and training will be provided.
Initial investment fees will be charged depending on the type of investment done by the franchisee. These range from Rp 75 million initial investment fee
for a basic kiosk, to Rp 300 million for a storefront. Monthly royalty fees will also diﬀer according to the franchisee’s investment.
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INDIA

BY
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HONG

Official Name: Republic of India Population: 1.2 billion (2017 est.) Capital: New Delhi Major Languages: Hindi (most widely spoken), English (co-official language, also widely used), other official
languages including Tamil, Telegu, Bengali etc. Currency: Indian rupee (INR) Major Industries: textiles, chemicals, food processing, steel, transportation equipment, cement, mining, petroleum, machinery,
software, pharmaceuticals Major Export Commodities: petroleum products, precious stones, vehicles, machinery, iron and steel, chemicals, pharmaceutical products, cereals, apparel Major Export
Partners: United States, United Arab Emirates, Hong Kong (2016) Major Import Commodities: crude oil, precious stones, machinery, chemicals, fertilizer, plastics, iron and steel Major Import Partners: China, United States,
United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland (2016) GDP: US$ 2.439 trillion (2017 est.) GDP Per Capita: US$7,200 (2017 est.)

ndia is a
dynamic nation
with a booming
economy. Cradle
of civilizations
and land of
conquerors, India has seen much
history pass through its borders.
With 1.2 billion people, India is
the second most populous nation
in the world, making it a melting
pot of over 2000 ethnic groups
representing every major religion
in the world.
Traditionally, Southeast
Asia has strong political,
economic, and cultural ties
with India. The region’s precolonial kingdoms were strongly
influenced by India’s Hindu and
Buddhist rulers.

I

As a result of economic
liberalisation policies, India
has seen large swathes of its
population uplifted from poverty.
With lots of natural resources, a
diversified industrial base, and
a consumer base of 1.2 billion
people, India is one of the world’s
fastest growing economies and
the most exciting investment
destination in Asia.

ONLINE OPPORTUNITY

India has a very young population, with a median age of 27.9
years old. 33.5 per cent of the
population lives in urban areas,
with New Delhi being the most
populous city. Mumbai, Kolkata,
Bangalore, and Chennai are also
major metropolitan areas. Much

of the population shares English
as a common language; the legacy
of the British Raj.
Such a large, young
population will naturally embrace
new technologies, and indeed
India has over 370 million
Internet users – many of them
on mobile devices. Despite this
huge growth potential, per capita
income remains low. Therefore,
many Indians seek cheap, value
for money solutions over more
expensive full-suite ones. This
is reflected in the smartphone
market, where Samsung and
Xiaomi dominate market share.
E-commerce is another
sector which is experiencing
tremendous growth in India,
together with India’s Internet

usage. As more and more
Indians are exposed to the
convenience of buying things
online, opportunities abound
for online shopping platforms
and e-commerce solutions.
The tremendous growth of
e-commerce has also led to
a development of associated
ancillary services such as logistics,
delivery services, payment
solutions and online advertising.
Most of India’s e-commerce
industry is dominated by the
travel industry, with an estimated
70% market share. On the other
hand, online retail amounts to
less than 1% of India’s total retail
market, but it is poised to grow
rapidly in line with global trends in
e-commerce.
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT INDIA

GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE SECTOR IN INDIA

With 150,000 post oﬃces, India has the largest postal network
in the world. A single post oﬃce on average serves 7,175 people.

The biggest player in this space is
Flipkart, a homegrown company
modelled after Amazon. The
competition includes Snapdeal,
another Amazon-inspired
e-commerce startup, and various
other niche retailers who largely
specialise in specific product
themes. Amazon themselves have
even jumped into the fray, setting
up Amazon India to grab a share
of the cake.

include ‘Make in India’, ‘Digital
India’, and ‘Shram Suvidha’
(to simplify labour laws). In
particular, Make in India
promotes manufacturing in India
to boost job creation and facilitate
investment. In addition, the
scheme is also designed to foster
innovation and build best-in-class
manufacturing infrastructure.
Regarding taxation, the
intent of the Government is to
create a conducive, clear, and
GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES
non-adversarial tax environment.
India has existing trade links with To support this, the Government
many ASEAN countries, and
has introduced many reforms,
trade volume is growing year-on- including in areas like advance
year. Many foreign companies
pricing and goods and services
have also set up Indian
tax. At the same time, a simplified
subsidiaries, and vice versa.
tax regime for infrastructure

Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

India’s
Exports
(US$ mn)
5198.35
4075.9
3880.68
4012.97
6251.98

Growth
rate (%)
35.89
-21.59
-4.79
3.41
55.79

India has the world’s second largest rail network, which is the
world’s largest civilian employer with 16 million workers.

India’s
Imports

Balance
Total
Growth of Trade
Growth
Trade
rate (%)
rate (%)
(US$ mn)
(US$ mn) (US$ mn)
8168.84
9745.79
8108.05
7715.45
8035.3

The Central Government
of India, as well as the various
state governments, have started
various initiatives to ease doing
business in India. The aim is to
make India an investor-friendly
destination and to ensure good
governance in Indian companies
and financial institutions.
Measures have also been
taken to attract foreign investment, including relaxing India’s
FDI policy, as well as extending
international cooperation with
countries including Japan, the
United States, and many ASEAN
nations. In line with this, policies
to do away with multiple procedures, rules, regulations and red
tape are being implemented.
Several schemes to enhance
India’s attractiveness to business

-13.94
19.3
-16.8
-4.84
4.15

2970.49
5669.89
4227.37
3702.48
1783.32

13367.19
13821.66
11988.73
11728.42
14287.28

0.38
3.4
-13.26
-2.17
21.82

investment trusts and real estate
investment trusts has also been
introduced.
The state governments in
India have also started their own
initiatives to spur investment.
Among these are:
Maharashtra introducing
a unified process for value
added tax and professional
tax registration.
The ‘Invest Punjab’
initiative as a one-stop
clearance system for
investment projects.
Delhi setting up an online
portal for construction
permits for building projects.
Karnataka Udyog Mitra,
an online portal for
government services and
delivery timelines.

India is the world’s largest tea producer, and tea is its most
widely consumed beverage.
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BUSINESS TRAVEL
BY
ONG XIANG
HONG

MANILA

apital of the
Philippines,
centre of the
economy, and
witness to much
of Philippine
history, Manila is one of Asia’s
most dynamic and vibrant cities.
While leisure travellers often
treat Manila as a stopover to the
island resorts, business travellers
are rapidly flocking to Manila
despite its reputation as a
chaotic megacity.

C

Heart of Spanish rule in
Asia, Manila has a long and cosmopolitan history. The treasure
galleon trade with Acapulco at
the other end of the Spanish
colonial empire brought wealth
and riches to the city. The Spanish also left Manila with many
European-style churches, forts,
and other colonial buildings.
Aside from the Spanish, the
Americans and the Japanese have
also governed Manila. Manila is
also home to Malays, Chinese,

and Spanish Creole living
alongside the native Filipinos.
This has resulted in a pulsating
cosmopolitan metropolis that
seemingly thrives on its own
chaos. Blending old Spanish stone
cathedrals with modern glass-andsteel shopping malls, Manila has
plenty of opportunities to oﬀer to
the savvy business traveller.
The city of Manila proper
is part of a larger conurbation
known as Metro Manila.
Oﬃcially known as the National

Capital Region (NCR), the
region is the centre of culture,
economy, education and
government of the Philippines.

PLACES TO KNOW
INTRAMUROS

Literally ‘within the
walls’, Intramuros is
Manila’s historic centre
where the Spanish ruled
the city from. Within
the protective walls of
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the fort, the Spanish
built stone palaces,
churches, monasteries,
convents, schools, and fine
courtyard houses. Most of
the older structures were
destroyed in World War
II, but some examples are
preserved or rebuilt as
tourist attractions.

BINONDO

Binondo is Manila’s
Chinatown district. Created
in the 16th century for Chinese immigrants, Binondo
grew rapidly as the centre
for business, finance, and
retail in Spanish Manila.
Currently, the district still
hosts many Chinese businesses and chambers of
commerce, in addition to
some of Manila’s tastiest
Chinese food.

MAKATI CENTRAL
BUSINESS DISTRICT

Also known as Makati
CBD, this is the leading
financial district in the
Philippines, where the
Philippine Stock Exchange
(PSE) is located. Many of
Metro Manila’s modern
skyscrapers can be found
here, as well as the city’s
major shopping centres like
Glorietta, Greenbelt, and
SM Makati. It is also the
preferred address of large
multinational corporations.
Much of Manila’s business
process outsourcing (BPO)
operations are located in
Makati’s skyscrapers.

QUEZON CITY

Like Makati, Quezon City
is part of Metro Manila. It
is home to another swiftly
growing business district,
which is home to many of
the Philippines’ IT and
media companies. Several
universities, notably the
University of the Philippines Diliman and Ateneo
de Manila University,
are also established in
Quezon City, alongside its
residential district. The
largest shopping mall in
the Philippines, SM City
North EDSA, is also in
Quezon City.

GETTING INTO MANILA

Manila is served by two
primary airports, Ninoy Aquino
International Airport (NAIA)
(IATA: MNL) and Clark
International Airport (IATA:
CRK). NAIA is the Philippines’
primary international airport,
where most international airlines
are based. It has four terminals,
each used by diﬀerent airlines.
Connection between terminals is
done by free shuttle bus, which
runs every 15 minutes, 24 hours
a day.
However, because the
terminals are not internally
connected, the shuttle bus is
required to drive through actual
crowded city streets, and can
result in potential delays. Some
travellers prefer to take a taxi
instead, which may be quicker.
The best way to transfer
from NAIA to Manila proper
is to use either a ride-hailing
app or an airport metered taxi.
Alternatively, there are buses
serving the airport, going to
various points in Metro Manila
via the Epifanio de los Santos
Avenue (EDSA), the main
thoroughfare through Manila.
On the other hand, Clark
International Airport is further
from Manila than NAIA.
Formerly known as Clark Air
Force Base, it was the largest
overseas base of the United States
Air Force until it was closed in
1991. Currently, Clark airport
is Manila’s unoﬃcial second
airport. It mainly serves budget
airlines and domestic flights.

GETTING AROUND MANILA

Manila’s roads are infamously
overcrowded and chaotic, with
traﬃc jams lasting hours even
during non-peak times. Public
buses, jeepneys, and taxis crowd
the roads, stopping seemingly
at random to pick up and drop
oﬀ passengers. The heat and
smog make even walking around
Manila a chore, although the
newer districts in Makati and
Ortigas are designed to be more
walkable.
Several bus routes either
cross through or terminate in
Manila. Most buses which serve
Manila proper will cross through
the Lawton bus terminal, which
is conveniently located in front
of the LRT-1 Central Terminal
station. Tricycles and pedicabs
are also available to hire for
travelling short distances.
Metro Manila’s partially
integrated rail transit network is
known as the Strong Republic
Transit System (SRTS). It serves
most parts of Metro Manila,
connecting various districts at a
reasonable price. However, the
system is less than reliable, with
frequent train breakdowns, long
lines, and often confusing station
layouts.
The trains can also get very
packed during rush hour, with
the train air-conditioning unable
to keep up with the crowd. While
the journey itself may be fast, one
may have to wait for a long time
before getting on a train. Pickpockets, while uncommon, do
prey on unsuspecting passengers.

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT MANILA

OTHER INFORMATION

The standard of English in
Manila is quite good, partly
because of American colonial
influence. English is widely
used in marketing and mass
media, as well as in higher
education. Philippine laws
and court decisions are also
published in English. For
this reason, the Philippines
is an attractive destination
for outsourced call centres,
a phenomenon known as
business process outsourcing
(BPO).
Manila is located in Manila
Bay, which is a natural,
sheltered deep-water port. The
city’s role as a port has been
used since the era of the Spanish treasure galleons. Now, it
is the Port of Manila, run by
the Philippine Ports Authority.
It is a major regional container
terminal, as well as a cruise
ship terminal for cruise tourists to visit Manila.
Roman Catholicism is
predominant among the
people of Manila, and they
take their faith seriously.
Among some of the most
pious people in Christendom,
Manileños adhere to a
particularly fatalistic, syncretic
form of Catholicism. On a
particular saint’s feast day, the
church associated with that
saint will hold a fiesta, where
the saint's image is processed
and feted with traditional
foods, along with fun fairs and
live entertainment.

Manila has been known by many sobriquets, including the ‘Pearl of the Orient’, ‘Queen City of the
Pacific’, and the ‘Paris of Asia’.
The name Manila was derived from ‘nila’, a type of plant which used to grow abundantly in that area,
hence the name ‘may nila’. As time passed it became Maynila, then Manila.
The Manila Hotel is the oldest prestige hotel in Manila. When President Quezon asked General Douglas
MacArthur to help build the Philippine Army, the General took up residence at the hotel from 1935 to
1941. Today, the hotel preserves the rooms he stayed in as the MacArthur Suite.
The Battle of Manila during World War II saw some of the heaviest urban fighting in the Pacific Theater.
Fought between the Japanese and the Americans, it virtually destroyed old Manila and much of its
Spanish architecture.
Rizal Park is the largest urban park in Asia, with a size of 58 hectares. At its centre is the Rizal
Monument commemorating José Rizal, Filipino nationalist who advocated for Philippine independence
against the Spanish.
Manila straddles the Pacific Rim of Fire, flanked by two mighty volcanoes. Mt Pinatubo sits to the north,
which made headlines in 1991 when it erupted spectacularly. To the south lies the Taal volcano which is
the second most active volcano in the Philippines.
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TECHNOLOGY
BY
KHOO HUNG
CHUAN

UNDERSTANDING THE
TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS TO
ENABLE THE WORKPLACE
OF TOMORROW
he cubicle, the assigned
desk, the private oﬃce:
Will these soon be relics
of the past? The recent
IDC InfoBrief, Enabling
the Future Workspace –
Agile, Intelligent and
Engaging, commissioned by Lenovo, indicate
they are, but it may be for a diﬀerent reason
than what one may first think.
The rise of hot desking and hotelling,
workforce mobility and collaboration spaces
has certainly arisen in part due to a relentless
drive for cost eﬃciency. Since 2010, oﬃce
space per worker has decreased 30 per cent.
The main driver behind this trend,
however, is not cost. It is, rather, a new style
of work embraced and now expected by a
younger generation of workers.
By 2020, millennials will comprise
50 per cent of the global workforce. These
digital natives value flexibility, freedom to
communicate by social media and work
mobility. So much so, in fact, that one in three
say they would prioritize a flexible work style
over salary when considering a job oﬀer.
It is these new workers’ expectations
and style that are shaping the new workplace
culture and technology. Between now and
2021, workplaces across the Asia-Pacific region
will undergo fundamental changes in practices
due to both changing workforce demographics
and easier access to new technologies.
Evidence that the change is already happening can be seen in work spaces known as
“innovation accelerators”. Asia-Pacific excluding Japan represents the largest market for
these shared spaces, with the market for them
forecast to exceed US$600 billion by 2020.
For any company looking to create
maximum productivity and eﬃciency, then, the
key to future-proofing the workplace is a laser
focus on users.

T

FACILITATED BY AFFORDABLE TECHNOLOGY
One major legacy issue is technology silos,

which inhibit the free flow and exchange of information, and for the modern worker, simply
makes life more tedious and complicated.
Among Asia’s top 1,000 companies,
80 per cent say that silos inhibit new
opportunities, and 70 per cent believe that
the number one consequence of poor IT
performance in general is lost productivity.
Of these companies, 20 per cent plan to
have a device as a service (DaaS) agreement in
place by 2019.
Also by 2019, two-thirds of Windows 10
PCs and tablets will be managed via unified
endpoint management (UEM) platforms. One
enterprise in three will have consolidated its
desktop and mobile management IT teams
into a single operations unit.
By 2020, 40 per cent of digital
transformation initiatives will be supported
by cognitive/AI capabilities, providing critical
on-time insights for new operating and
monetisation models.
Asia’s top firms will use open innovation
to allocate expertise to 15 per cent of new
projects by 2020, aiming to increase their
new product introduction success rates
by over 50 per cent. Over 20 per cent of
information workers will leverage AR at
the desktop or on mobile to manipulate
information, interact with real-world objects
and collaborate with colleagues.

FOCUS ON THE USER All of this transformation
is, of course, not driven by the simple
acquisition of shiny, new technology. A truly
engaging and productivity-enhancing solution
can only result from putting the user at the

center of every IT decision.
It is essential that enterprises look
past the idea of the traditional PC as the
starting point to create a mobile, smart and
personalised experience for employees.
Today’s variety of next-generation form factors
and design choices meet modern workspace
demands, including mobility, and oﬀer
enterprise-grade reliability and security.
Imagine a world enabled by intelligence,
a world where every device is smart, where the
cloud enables PCs, tablets, smartphones, smart
speakers, smart TVs and AR/VR to provide
seamless and engaging content and services to
make the user experience easier, better, more
creative and more productive.
On the physical workspace front,
transformation can be accelerated with
bimodal IT and agile practices, solutions
and commercial models tailored for diﬀerent
industries and markets.
Such is the power of the changing
workplace culture to come, that technology
companies across the board are now focused
on providing new solutions. Lenovo, for
example, is investing around US$1.4 billion
a year in research and development to help
customers transform and transit into an era of
agile, flexible and user-centric technology.
In 2017, “IT” should not stand for
“information technology,” but “intelligent
transformation.” That is the new role
for technology drivers in today’s modern
enterprise.
KHOO IS LENOVO MALAYSIA AND
SINGAPORE GENERAL MANAGER
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TECHNOLOGY
BY
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GOOGLE MY BUSINESS
EMPOWERS ENTREPRENEURS BY
HELPING THEM TO CREATE AND
EDIT THEIR OWN DESCRIPTIONS
ustomers form the core of
every business, and it is
important for a business
to be listed in a search
engine in today’s digital
age. Among the more
popular search engines
used by consumers in the ASEAN region,
Google stands out as the leader.
Whether customers are looking on Search
or Maps, a Google listing appears at just the
right moment – when they are actively looking
to make a decision.

C

FAST AND EASY STEPS TO SET UP A CUSTOM
BUSINESS DESCRIPTION:
1. LOG INTO YOUR BUSINESS’S
GOOGLE ACCOUNT.
Finding customers can be complicated and
time-consuming, but that does not have to be
the case with your free listing on Google My
Business (GMB).
While this is already pretty good, people
are more likely to become your customers
when they learn what makes your business
right for them.
On Google listings, there is a new Custom
Descriptions feature, where entrepreneurs can
now create informative content to introduce
their business to consumers.
Entrepreneurs have a say in the content
or descriptions -- in their own language and
style -- and truly make their business their
own. This new feature has begun rolling out
today in stages.
They can share how their business got
started, give details about the team, or simply
tell people their unique business oﬀering. The
trick is to upload content which will set them
apart from that other store down the street.
Descriptions added will appear on the
listing in the “From the Owner” section, so
your customers will know that it is coming
straight from the horse’s mouth.

2. CLICK TO EDIT YOUR LISTING, AND SELECT
“ADD DESCRIPTION”.

3. FROM THERE, YOU HAVE UP TO 750 WORDS
— 250 WILL APPEAR BEFORE THE OPTION TO READ
MORE — TO TELL YOUR STORY.

HELPING ENTREPRENEURS ENGAGE
WITH CUSTOMERS In addition to custom

descriptions, entrepreneurs can also attract
customers by sharing regular updates with
them using Local Posts.
With Posts, they can share timely,
relevant updates - news, specials, oﬀers - right
on Google Search and Maps to help their
business stand out to potential customers.
And by including custom calls-toaction directly on their business listing,
entrepreneurs can also choose how to
connect with their customers.

USER-FRIENDLY FEATURE An entrepreneur
can also create a simple, great-looking website
for his or her business in minutes.
Not only is it very simple to set up, it
also includes powerful features designed to
drive more customers to businesses - mobile
and ad-ready, automatic updates, mobile
management and more.
OTHER THINGS YOU CAN DO FOR
FREE ON GOOGLE MY BUSINESS:
Update your business info on
Google Search and Google Maps from
one place
Add beautiful photos and a virtual tour
of your business to help customers see
what makes your business unique
Connect directly with your customers
by sharing news, events and other
important updates
Stay on top of reviews from across the
web, and respond to Google reviews
Understand how people find and
interact with your business using
custom insights and integration with
AdWords Express
Manage your information on-the-go
with the Google My Business Android
and iOS apps.
All of these can be accessed via a simple,
easy-to-access business dashboard right in
Google Search.
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COLUMN
SALES BLOG

WITH SUE BARRETT

Sue Barrett is a sales expert,
writer, business speaker and
adviser, facilitator, sales
coach, training provider and
entrepreneur. Sue founded
Barrett in 1995 to positively
transform the culture,
capability and continuous
learning of leaders, teams and
businesses by developing sales
driven organisations that are
equipped for the 21st Century.

10 THINGS THE
BANKING AND
FINANCE SECTOR
NEEDS TO DO
o earn back the trust and
commitment of customers
and shareholders, below
is a to-do-list for banking and
finance institutions:

T

1. Reset the priorities of the
organisation to establish clear
goals, values and expectations
for business and sales growth
that endorse a fair exchange
of value and is ethical and
inclusive of customers,
employees and shareholders.
2. Reset your leadership team to
transition from short term,
bonus driven, “winner takes all”
cultures to adopting a longer
term, ethical and sustainable
approach to running better
businesses that is humancentred and not solely profit
driven.
3. Reset your culture by adopting
the Selling Better practical sales
philosophy and articulate a code
of conduct that is “how we sell
and do business around here”.
4. Reset your sales strategy, value
proposition and sales operating
system that serves the markets
you want to work in.
And, ensure that there is
transparency by setting up
a fair exchange of value and
win:win outcome for both
buyers and sellers.
Shareholders will benefit
from this too.

5. Reset your selling-buying-servicing processes to show everyone in your
organisation how they help and serve customers in a timely and
eﬀective manner around the remit you want to take to market.
Create consistent standards and processes that can be applied,
learned and assessed.
6. Reset product explanations and pricing by having a lexicon that is
clearly displayed and clearly explains what each of your products and
services are and what they do for customers.
This should be in simple plain language with case studies that spell
out the risk factors and consequences of such products and services.
No hidden fees or ambiguities. No tricky play on words.
7. Reset your whole business around customer centricity, starting with
your customer facing teams to show them “how we sell and service
around here”, what is expected, what they are accountable for, what is
not accepted.
Then, roll out across the whole organisation – everybody lives by
selling something. Train, educate, coach and support their adoption of
the “best way to sell and service around here”.
8. Reset all commission, bonus and reward structures to remove any
competing motivations that set people up for the wrong behaviour.
Bring remuneration levels back to a level playing field that rewards
ethical and sustainable behaviour that delivers sustainable returns.
This is one of the biggest issues in the banking finance sector that
needs to be addressed but not in isolation.
9. Reset the way you reinforce, communicate and support a more human
centred, ethical business approach.
Lead from the front, set the purpose and direction about what is
expected on a daily basis in how we sell and do business around here.
10. Finally, reset how quickly you call out unethical, corrupt and criminal
behaviour in your own business.

Get on the front foot
addressing these issues
immediately with gravitas and
certainty, accompanied by the
appropriate consequences.
Don’t wait to be found out.
That is the coward’s way of
managing and behaviour and we
are now seeing a lot of cowards,
vagabonds and thieves being
exposed to the light
Just image the banking and
finance sector running like this.
The good news is that there are
businesses in the banking and
finance sectors who are doing the
right thing.
They have the customers’ and
their own businesses best interests
at heart.
They work in collaboration
based on trust and substance.
Those organisations
who can step in to show a
better way to do business will
make winners out of clients,
employees and shareholders.

Remember everybody lives
by selling something.

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE
ven if you are the best
coach in the world, if the
person you are coaching
shouldn’t be coached, the coaching
isn’t going to work.
My friend Chris Coﬀey who
has trained thousands of coaches
himself, understands this and it is
one of the first things he teaches in
every workshop. He puts it to his
students very simply, “Don’t take
bad engagements!”
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Coﬀey, along with
Frank Wagner, leads
the Stakeholder
Centered Coaching
certification in the US.
How do you know someone
is uncoachable? How do you
distinguish a bad engagement from
a good one? How do you detect a
lost cause?
As Chris and I both know,
the good news is that the
“uncoachables” are easier than you
think to spot.
Following are four indicators
that you are dealing with an
“uncoachable”:

1. SHE DOESN’T THINK SHE HAS
A PROBLEM. This successful adult

has no interest in changing. Her
behaviour is working fine for her. If
she doesn’t care to change, you are
wasting your time!
Let me give you an example of
a nice woman who didn’t think she
had a problem.
My mother, a lovely woman
and much-admired first-grade
teacher, was so dedicated to her
craft that she didn’t draw the
line between inside and outside
the classroom.
She talked to all of us,
including my father, in the same
slow, patient manner, using the
same simple vocabulary that
she used with her six-year-olds
every day.
One day as she graciously
and methodically corrected his
grammar for the millionth time,
he looked at her, sighed, and
said, “Honey, I’m 70 years old.
Let it go.”
My father had absolutely no
interest in changing. He didn’t
perceive a problem. So no matter
how much, how hard, or how
diligently she coached, he wasn’t
going to change.

COLUMN
WITH MARSHALL GOLDSMITH

2. HE IS PURSUING THE WRONG STRATEGY FOR THE ORGANISATION.

If this guy is already going in the wrong direction, all you’re going to do
with your coaching is help him get there faster.

3. THEY’RE IN THE WRONG JOB. Sometimes people feel that they’re in

the wrong job with the wrong company. They may believe they’re meant
to be doing something else or that their skills are being misused.
Here’s a good way to determine if you’re working with one of
these people.
Ask them, “If we shut down the company today, would you be
relieved, surprised, or sad?”
If you hear ‘relieved,’ you’ve got yourself a live one.
Send them packing.
You can’t change the behaviour of unhappy people so that they
become happy: You can only fix behavior that’s making people around
them unhappy.

4. THEY THINK EVERYONE ELSE IS THE PROBLEM. A long time ago

I had a client who, after a few high-profile employee departures, was
concerned about employee morale.
He had a fun, successful company and people liked the work,
but feedback said that the boss played favorites in the way he
compensated people.
When I reported this feedback to my client, he completely surprised
me. He said he agreed with the charge and thought he was right to do so.
First oﬀ, I’m not a compensation strategist and so I wasn’t equipped
to deal with this problem, but then he surprised me again. He hadn’t
called me to help him change; he wanted me to fix his employees.

YOU CAN’T
COACH THE
“UNCOACHABLES”!

Dr. Marshall Goldsmith
was selected as one of the 10
most Influential Management
Thinkers in the World by
Thinkers50 in both 2011 and
2013. Marshall’s exciting new
research on engagement will
be published in his upcoming
book – ‘Triggers’

It’s times like these that I find
the nearest exit. It’s hard to help
people who don’t think they have
a problem. It’s impossible to fix
people who think someone else is
the problem.
My suggestion in cases
like these?
Save time, skip the heroic
measures, and move on. These are
arguments you can never win!
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WITH BRAD FELD

Brad Feld has been an
early stage investor and
entrepreneur for over 20
years. Prior to co-founding
Foundry Group, he co-founded
Mobius Venture Capital, and
prior to that, founded Intensity
Ventures, a company “that
helped launch and operate
software companies. He is also
the co-founder of TechStars.

RETURN PATH’S
PARTNER
PLATFORM
SOLUTION
was an early investor in
two of the first email
service providers (Email
Publishing and Mercury Mail).
My experience with ESPs
goes back more than 20 years.
And, since the mid 1990s,
I’ve seen the ESP ecosystem
evolve from its infancy, with
just a few start-ups blazing a
trail, to today’s robust industry
populated by mature marketing
technology platforms.
And yes, they are now
called email marketing
platforms, which seems
much more grown up and
sophisticated.
Deliverability first became a
hot issue in the early 2000s, and
our portfolio company Return
Path emerged as an innovator
and leader.
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Since then, deliverability has remained one of the most
important levers for email marketers.
Consequently, the role of the ESP’s deliverability specialist (a job,
like many others in our industry, that is extremely challenging and not
well known) has become increasingly diﬃcult.
Today’s deliverability specialist is tasked with managing more
clients, across more geographies, with ever-changing parameters by
individual mailbox providers. And of course, like any industry, they
face greater and greater client expectations.
Most deliverability specialists have cobbled together their own
solutions, such as MTA logs and response metrics, and leveraged
solutions like Return Path. Although, admittedly these solutions are
based on the same platform any email marketer would use.
In short, deliverability solutions for ESPs could have – and should
have – been better.
Recently, Return Path launched their innovative new Partner
Platform solution, the first deliverability platform built exclusively for
ESPs, with extensive input from their longstanding ESP partners.
When I first heard of the development of this product, I was
delighted. And, my delightment was because of Return Path deciding
to invest in an ESP/super-user platform, which will be used to address
the of the ESP’s unique needs and their deliverability specialists.
Return Path’s Partner Platform puts deliverability data all in one

place. Therefore, allowing
deliverability specialists to see
what’s happening across their
entire client ecosystem.
Information is layered
together to provide
meaningful metrics and
insights across all clients’
programs.
The vast data assets
Return Path has invested
in, coupled with the ability
to slice and dice data,
is a game-changer for
deliverability specialists.
This is a huge step for the
email marketing industry and
something that’s long overdue.
I’m glad to see that an
18 year old, independent
company can continue to
make big innovations while
growing their business.

UP YOUR SERVICE!

he right organisational
structure facilitates
superior service, sharing
of views, rapid decisions, flexible
execution and quick responses to
unexpected opportunities or
problems.
“Chain of command” may be
good for a marching army, but it
has real limitations for creating
new service value in a dynamic
global market.
Customer expectations can
change in a minute. How fast can
your company respond?
In the world’s leading
consulting companies, project
teams come together and disband
when each assignment is done.

T

One of the world’s most innovative banks is constantly flexing
between centralised and decentralised models.
They don’t consider one approach better than the other. Instead,
they look for new ways to generate value every time they change!
Some organisations change positions frequently as a way of
developing staﬀ and bringing up fresh ideas.
The government of Singapore employs this approach with
vigour, moving key players into and out of industry, regulatory,
administrative and executive positions to develop their skills and
grow their careers.
You can organise around customers, industries, product lines,
channels, technologies or the major processes in your business.
You can take a geographic view and arrange your team by
country, language, custom or religion.
Whatever your current structure or approach, keep this fact in
mind: the measure of your success is the level of service you provide
and the experience your customers receive.
Be sure your structure serves your people to serve your
customers well.

COLUMN
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Ron Kaufman is the
world’s leading educator
and motivator for upgrading
customer service and uplifting
service culture. He is author
of the bestselling “UP! Your
Service” books and founder of
UP! Your Service.

DOES YOUR
ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE
WORK?
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GARY VAYNERCHUK

Gary is a Belarusian
entrepreneur, author, speaker
and internet personality.
First known as a wine critic
who grew his family’s wine
business from US$3 million
to US$60 million, Vaynerchuk
is best known for his work
in digital marketing and
social media, leading New
York-based companies
VaynerMedia and VaynerX.

CHEERING FOR
OPTIMISM AND
THE INTERNET
isten, If there is anything I
could wish on you, more
than my work ethic, or my
energy, or my charisma, it would
be the mindset and perspective of
how good life really is.
I for one, was born in the former Soviet Union, with no internet
and no capitalism to save me.
Due to my circumstances and
the reality that I immigrated to
the US in 1978 and was somehow
perfectly parented without the
aircover to dwell or complain, I
became rooted in a foundation of
gratitude and a level of perspective
and practicality that changed my
life and behavior permanently.
Many of us are complaining
and we don’t realise that this is
the single greatest era to be alive
in human history. It’s almost a
non-debate.

L

YOU LITERALLY HAVE MORE
OPPORTUNITY THAN EVER

Everything points to the fact
that the world is getting better.
There’s more opportunity
than ever because the internet
changed everything.
At the most macro, I point to
things like the internet adding 1.7
billion users since January 2012!
That’s 88 per cent growth in
terms of total internet accessibility.
Additionally, in that time, 864
million people have joined a social
network, gaining access to more
information, entertainment, and
community online.
Since 1900, the global life

expectancy has more than doubled. People are living longer and global
health is improving. Global conflict has also dramatically declined.
These facts, and many more clearly articulate the positivity and
optimism I see that the world truly better than it was before.
Not only has life expectancy, poverty, illness and conflict
dramatically improved from generations past, we now have a truly
limitless playground called “the internet” to connect, create, learn, and
work from at every second of every day.
Just 30 years ago, if you hated your job, your life, your friends, or
your town, you had nowhere to go.
Now, with the internet, and especially the advent of the
smartphone, you can use the device in your pocket to find new friends,
colleagues, communities, job opportunities, entertainment or even the
tools you need to build your own business while laying naked in bed.
The internet and the opportunities it’s granted us are ludicrous and
I hope this article can get at least one person to take a step back and
recalibrate their perspective.
And obviously with an article title like “The Greatest Year To Be
Alive” I understand that there are subtleties and nuances up for debate.
But on a macro scale, things are just better than they’ve ever been.
Trust me, I am enormously empathetic to the strifes and struggles
that are happening all over.
I’m not blind to the reality that horrendous things still happen but
I challenge you to understand the fact that because of the enormous
amplification and distribution of this information through the internet
does it appear that we are being bombarded with bad news everyday …
It used to be that you only heard about the news in your town and
maybe the town over. Even with newspapers, we were operating on
information at a state or national scale and we had to actively subscribe
or purchase a physical copy to stay in the loop.
Today, the world has gone global and there’s more info than
ever being presented to us at all times. But, there’s also a flipside to
this proliferation of information and access too. We now have more
opportunity than ever and for once, we actually have an alternative.

YOU HAVE LIMITLESS ALTERNATIVES – DON’T COMPLAIN

30 years ago, your grandparents couldn’t build a business from the
comfort of their own home, or on the way to work riding on the bus
or train. Your grandparents couldn’t consume content and learn about
entrepreneurship from a hundred diﬀerent sources while grabbing
groceries and listening to a podcast on their wireless earphones.
Most of your grandparents would probably struggle to have 500
people listen to their opinion in their lifetime, and now we complain
about having “only 10,000 views or only 10,000 followers online.”
The distribution and disruption that the internet has enabled for us
all is insane.
Now anyone with the access to the internet has a legitimate
alternative.
An alternative to what content they consume and when they

consume it. An alternative to
which friends they associate with
or want to communicate with all
across the world.
An alternative to where you
work, how you work, and with
whom you work at any given
moment. With social media and
the smartphone we have a choice.
We have infinite alternatives.
The cost of starting a business
or producing content in today’s
digital age is dramatically lower
than it’s ever been. The processor
in the iPhone is millions of times
of times more powerful than the
computer that first took the US to
the moon.
Yes, the moon, my friends…
If I wanted to produce a long form
video show to mirror my vlog, and
a radio show to mimic my podcast,
and billboards to mimic my images
on Instagram, I would have to
spend millions of dollars just 20
years ago.
Today, the barrier to entry
is practically zero. If you have
a smartphone and access to the
internet, you are in the game.
You can document, create and
distribute, at scale, through
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
YouTube, Snapchat, LinkedIn,
Twitch, iTunes and many other
platforms for pretty much free.
If you don’t have capital, you
can literally go to the Craigslist
free section and start picking
up and selling items on other
marketplaces, for close to free.
If you don’t have the gratitude
and perspective to appreciate
that then you’re not in the right
headspace to win. The reason I
push so hard on developing this
perspective and mindset is because
it’s absolutely the foundation of a
winning career...

SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

COLUMN
WITH DAVE KURLAN

Dave Kurlan is a best-selling
author, top-rated speaker and
thought leader on sales development. He is the founder and
CEO of Objective Management
Group, Inc., the industry
leader in sales assessments
and sales force evaluations,
and the CEO of David Kurlan
& Associates, Inc., a consulting
firm specialising in sales
force development.

ELIMINATE
DELAYED
CLOSINGS ONCE
AND FOR ALL
long time ago I realised
that in the suburbs
outside of Boston, new
leaves reach full size each Spring
on 11th May. This year, with the
cold April we endured, 11th May
came and went and the leaves were
delayed.
That said, spring leaves
on 11th May are exponentially
more predictable than pipeline
opportunities. Why might an
opportunity not close when it was
forecast to?
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Technically, there are seven
possibilities:
1. Closes as forecast and you win.
2. Closes when forecast and
you lose.
3. A short delay that you will close
4. A short delay that someone
else will close
5. A long delay that you will close
6. A long delay that someone
else will close
7. A delay of any duration that
results in no decision.

And why might those conditions apply?
Your CRM application wasn't configured to properly calculate the
projected close date
Your sales process/CRM application does not include a scorecard
that scores and predicts a win
The opportunity was not thoroughly qualified because the salesperson:
didn't know how
wasn't aware of the need
fear or discomfort
ignored what the prospect said
The salesperson had happy ears
The statistics on 1.7 million salespeople evaluated and assessed by
Objective Management Group (OMG) show us that only 27 per cent of
all salespeople have the Qualifier Competency as a strength.
The top 10 per cent of all salespeople only have an average of 77
per cent of the attributes of a Qualifier and all salespeople average 53
per cent.
The same statistics show us that only 30 per cent of all salespeople
have the CRM Savvy as a strength. And the top 10 per cent of all
salespeople only have an average of 64 per cent of the attributes of
CRM Savvy and all salespeople average 43 per cent.
And 27 per cent of all salespeople have the Milestone Centric Sales
Process as a strength while the top 10% of all salespeople only have an
average of 66 per cent of the attributes of the Sales Process Competency
and all salespeople average 49 per cent.
Of the nearly 6,000 candidates that were assessed in the past
4 weeks for sales positions, 38 per cent of them "think it over" when

making major purchases. That
makes them vulnerable to
prospects who wish to think it
over at closing time, extending
the sales cycle, and causing a
delay. because they "understand".
See OMG's statistics in all
21 Sales Core Competencies
and filter by industry as well as
your company.
Preventing delays can't
always be avoided but more
thorough qualifying makes a
huge diﬀerence. The key is
asking more questions. When
you think you have asked
enough, there are always a few
more you can ask.
For example, in this article,
the diﬀerence between "nice to
have" and "must have" are often
the diﬀerence between delays
and closes.
This article shows that the
when salespeople meet with the
actual decision makers they are
56 per cent more likely to close
the business.
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WITH ROY STRAUSS
product line development, changes in business philosophy, and the
implementation of new technologies.

THE PROCESS STEPS
Roy Strauss, president
of The Strauss Consulting
Group, LLC www.scg4u.com
has been helping companies
increase their profitability and
competitive edge by improving customer service while
reducing costs since 1983. SCG
has expertise in all aspects of
supply chain including space/
layout, software, automation,
equipment, staffing as well as
the complete design and implementation of distribution and
manufacturing centers.

DISTRIBUTION
CENTER
EXPANSION OR
CONSOLIDATION
WHAT IT IS

n the life cycle of any
business, conditions
change. Acquisitions and
divestitures of products and
product lines occur, new products
and services are developed, the
customer base changes, and
distribution philosophies change
(centralisation vs. decentralisation,
for example).
In some cases the introduction
of new technology results in the
need for an increase or decrease
in space.
As a result of these changes,
management often faces the need
to expand or consolidate facilities.
The process of deciding on proper
sizing for a distribution center
is complex, and a disciplined
analytical approach toward making
these decisions is required.

I

WHY IT IS NEEDED

Companies consolidate their
available distribution space when
the space required to house
inventory is reduced by the
divestiture of product lines, better
planning, changes in product
characteristics, changes in business
philosophy, or lost business, etc.
Companies expand their
space requirements due to business
growth, acquisitions, additional

Storage space generally represents 50 per cent of warehouse space,
with aisles taking up another 16 per cent, although storage methodology
greatly influences the amount of aisle space required.
Picking and staging represents about 27 per cent, and in some
cases, the storage modules are used for picking.
Overall storage space can therefore take up as much as 70 to 80 per
cent of the total space requirements. A detailed examination of inventory,
storage, and picking requirements along with alternatives to reduce
the footprint of a layout to meet those requirements is necessary in any
consolidation or expansion project.
The initial step in designing a consolidated or expanded operation
is the determination of the business requirements through a study
of historical data and the trends in product sales mix, as well as
projections for future growth or contraction in the number of SKUs
and quantities sold.
This step can involve the use of advanced modeling tools to
perform what-if scenarios based on specific expectations of business
changes that will aﬀect the space requirements of the new facility.
The next step is a survey of the physical space available in the existing
facility in preparation for the consolidation or expansion.
This space needs to be analysed by experts familiar with all the
alternatives for space utilisation within the physical limitations of
the building. E.G.: will growth or contraction be due to more or less
SKUS or more or less sales volume of a similar number of SKUs; the
answer will determine what type of storage modules will be required
and can change space requirements.
When new space is being added, a general layout of that space
that accounts for the storage and picking requirements in conjunction
with planned growth determined through data analysis can help to
determine the space requirements.
When a specific building is selected based on those
requirements, the general layout must be fitted within the physical
constraints of the building.
When planning for an expansion or consolidation, decisions about the
storage and picking configuration must be made, out of a wide variety
of options. Some alternatives may require more investment but oﬀer
operating savings to oﬀset that investment.

These should be
considered along with less
expensive options which
typically are more labor
intensive. Along with the
quantitative factors that need
to be evaluated (such as
throughput, costs, savings,
labour requirements), there are
qualitative factors that need to
be considered.
These include flexibility,
ease of operation and
compatibility with other
operations, worker acceptance,
and ease of implementation.
Once the alternatives are
properly evaluated, a solution
needs to be agreed upon.
And it should meet projected
future requirements within
the space available or within
total facility space.
Also, an implementation
plan needs to be developed with
buy-in from all process leaders
throughout the organisation
aﬀected by the changes.
When key stakeholders
are involved in the
implementation, odds increase
that the changes will occur as
smoothly as possible.

CONCLUSION

In most cases, expansion or
consolidation projects are very
time-sensitive to meet the changing
demands of the business, which
requires a well-organised plan
to adapt to the changes and
requirement.

ULTIMATE PRODUCTIVITY

hate to be the one to give
you the bad news, but life
is not fair.
Life is great, it’s grand, and
it’s wonderful, as well as being
the only game in town, but it’s not
fair. We don’t always get what we
want, need, or even deserve, but
we will always eventually get what
we expect.
Our vision drives our
expectations, which drives our
performance, which creates our
results. You cannot outperform
the vision you have of yourself.
You may think it odd to be getting
advice from a blind person about
vision; however, vision is the
opposite in many ways of sight.
Sight tells you where you are
and what’s around you. Vision
tells you where you could be and
what is possible.
My mentor and friend Jack
Nicklaus often says, “I never
hit a successful golf shot until
I visualise it in my mind going
exactly where I want it to go.”
In order to supercharge our
vision, we often need to get away
from the mundane and ordinary
elements of life to explore the
realm of possibility.
Pablo Picasso said, “Art
washes away from the soul the
dust of everyday life.”
Oftentimes, we get so caught
up in maintaining the status
quo that we forget to consider
the universe of options and
opportunities. It’s easy to become
so busy making a living that we
forget to make a life.
There are certain works of
literature and pieces of music
that can elevate my thinking and
get me away from the day-to-day
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Jim Stovall has been a
national champion Olympic
weightlifter, president of
an Emmy Award-winning
television network, and a
highly sought after author
and platform speaker. He was
chosen as an International
Humanitarian of the Year,
joining Jimmy Carter, Nancy
Reagan, and Mother Teresa as
recipients of this honour.

routine of responsibilities. It’s important, periodically, to rise above
the fray, gain a new perspective, and evaluate your course.
Habits are good and can serve us well within our daily routine,
but we must form an additional habit of re-examining the routine so
that we can be not only productive but creative.
My friend and colleague Paula Marshall and I wrote a book
together entitled “The Executive Entrepreneur. Paula is the thirdgeneration CEO of a multimillion-dollar, multinational company, and I
am a startup entrepreneur.
Paula and I discovered that executives need elements of
entrepreneurship to stay current and creative, and entrepreneurs need

Asia’s Most
Authoritative
Publication
for Senior
HR Professionals

www.hrasiamedia.com

ELEVATE
YOUR MIND
executive training to manage that
which they have built.
As you go through your day today,
take care of the here and now, but
consider the realm of possibilities.
Today’s the day!
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BY
KAYLA
BLANTON

THE EATING PLAN THAT
ENCOURAGES BACON AND BUTTER

urrently first in
line on the fad
diet train is the
ketogenic
diet— often
referred to as
"keto" for short,
this trending regimen is a more
updated version of the Atkins wave
of the early 2000s.
Nonetheless, if you're
considering taking the plunge into
this infamous high-fat, low-carb way
of eating, there are some things you
should know about it first.
In its most basic form, the
ketogenic diet is low in carbs and
high in fat. Like, really really low.
Ketogenic refers to a ketogenic
state that your body triggers when
it begins to run on fat rather than
glucose (a.k.a. carbs), also known
as ketosis.
When it runs on fat, it's also
burning it. So, in order for your
body to stay in ketosis, your diet
must be made up of 60 to 80 per
cent fat and less than 10 per cent
carbs. Yep, that's a lot of fat.
Contrary to popular belief, it’s not
an “all-meat” diet.

C

People on the keto diet must
eat high amounts of fat. This is
where it gets tricky.

THINGS TO KNOW BEFORE STARTING

THE 'KETO' DIET

The keto and Atkins diets
have both been misconceived as a
“meat-lovers" diet where you can
get away with eating nothing but
cheeseburgers and lose weight.
That's not the case.
Although it does contain fat,
meat is mostly protein, which, when
consumed in large amounts, risks
kicking your body out of ketosis.
“The more protein you eat,
the more at-risk you are of not
making it into the ketogenic state,"
Kristen Mancinelli, M.S., R.D.,
author of The Ketogenic Diet: The
Scientifically Proven Approach
to Fast, Healthy Weight Loss told
Men's Health.
Rather than going into meat
overload, double up on your
fat intake via meal add-ons like
dressings made with avocado or
olive oil and sauces made with
heavy whipping and butter.
The “keto flu” is a real thing,
but it doesn’t aﬀect everyone.

The keto flu can trigger
lethargy, irritability, and
lightheadedness.
When the body suddenly
transitions its main fuel source from

glucose to fat, it can experience
shock and have a hard time
adjusting. This shock sometimes
manifests itself as the "keto flu."
Symptoms often include
lethargy, irritability, and
lightheadedness.
"It typically lasts one to three
days, and may very well be just the
result of dehydration," Amy M.
Goss, Ph.D., assistant professor
at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham's Nutrition Obesity
Research Center told SELF.
"A drop in insulin can impact
renal sodium retention such that
sodium and fluids are excreted
more readily. This also acts to
lower blood pressure."
It requires you to avoid many
types of food — even healthy ones.
People need to avoid healthy
foods that have natural carbs, such
as fruit and vegetables. (Cecilia
Par/Unsplash)
Because keto requires a specific and strict carb allotment (the
exact number of grams depends on
your body type and activity), it can
cause you to steer clear of foods
containing natural carbs.
These natural carbs would
otherwise be healthy for you, like
those in certain fruits, vegetables,
and beans.
Ketosis can be interrupted
by one measly extra carb, and it
doesn't recognise whether or not
it's a good one. It’s not meant to be
a permanent way of eating.
Although many people find
weight loss success on the ketogenic
diet, it's not a way of eating that's
meant to be permanent. Due to its
many restrictions, it can be diﬃcult
to do normal day-to-day things like
go to drinks with friends or have
dinner with family.
"Think of it as something
you're going to do anywhere from
eight to 12, to maybe 16 weeks,"
Mancinelli said. And continue to
maintain a healthy, well-balanced
diet after that.

This article first appeared on Business Insider.
Kayla is a graduate of Ohio University’s journalism
school where she specialised in women’s, gender
and sexuality studies and public health.

OPTIMIZE YOUR

KETO DIET

A

keto diet is well known
for being a low carb diet,
where the body produces
ketones in the liver to be
used as energy. It’s referred
to as many diﬀerent names –
ketogenic diet, low carb diet,
low carb high fat (LCHF), etc.
When you eat something high
in carbs, your body will produce
glucose and insulin.
Glucose is the easiest molecule
for your body to convert
and use as energy so that
it will be chosen over any
other energy source.
Insulin is produced to process
the glucose in your
bloodstream by taking it
around the body.

Since the glucose is being used as
a primary energy, your fats are not
needed and are therefore stored.
Typically on a normal, higher
carbohydrate diet, the body will
use glucose as the main form of
energy. By lowering the intake of
carbs, the body is induced into a
state known as ketosis.
Ketosis is a natural process
the body initiates to help us
survive when food intake is low.
During this state, we produce
ketones, which are produced from
the breakdown of fats in the liver.
The end goal of a properly
maintained keto diet is to force
your body into this metabolic
state. We don’t do this through
starvation of calories but
starvation of carbohydrates.
Our bodies are incredibly
adaptive to what you put into it
– when you overload it with fats
and take away carbohydrates, it
will begin to burn ketones as the
primary energy source. Optimal
ketone levels oﬀer many health,
weight loss, physical and mental
performance benefits.

This article first appeared on www.ruled.me

BOOK
THE 17TH SUSPECT

MUSIC
TRANQUILITY BASE HOTEL & CASINO

MOVIE
INUYASHIKI

BY JAMES PATTERSON
he latest instalment in the Women’s
Murder Club series. A series of
shootings exposes San Francisco to
a methodical yet unpredictable killer, and a
reluctant woman decides to put her trust in
Detective Sergeant Lindsay Boxer. The
confidential informant's tip leads Lindsay to
disturbing
conclusions,
including
that
something
has gone
horribly
wrong inside
the police
department
itself.

BY THE ARCTIC MONKEYS
hannelling Serge Gainsbourg and
the Beach Boys, the Arctic
Monkeys move on from stadium
indie in a smart album that sees Alex
Turner wearing a constant smirk. Their
combined influence is heard not just in the
sound, but in the songs, which are
melodically far richer and less concerned
with verses and choruses than anything
Arctic Monkeys have previously produced.

chiro Inuyashiki is an elderly man,
working for a company. One day,
Ichiro Inuyashiki is involved in an
explosion. When he regains consciousness, he
discovers that he is now a cyborg with
incredible powers. He decides to use his
powers to help those in need. Meanwhile, Hiro
Shishigami (Takeru Satoh) is a high school
student. He was also involved in the same
explosion and has gained the same the powers
as Ichiro
Inuyashiki.
Hiro
Shishigami
decides to use
his power to
kill oﬀ all
those who are
hostile to him.
Inuyashiki
attempts to
save Japan
from
Shishigami.

FASCISM: A WARNING

MURMURATIONS BY SIMIAN MOBILE DISCO

HOTEL ARTEMIS

T

BY MADELEINE LBRIGHT
iven the horrors of fascism, one
might expect the world to reject the
spiritual successors to Hitler and
Mussolini should they arise in our era.
However, its recent resurgence engendered a
personal and urgent examination of fascism in
the twentieth century and how its legacy
shapes
today’s
world,
written by
one of
America’s
most
admired
public
servants, the
first woman
to serve as
United
States
secretary of
state.

G
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ames Ford and Jas Shaw's sixth
full-length album as Simian Mobile
Disco was written in collaboration
with Deep Throat Choir, whose presence is
so center-stage that they deserve to be billed
as the main performers instead of just a
featuring credit. DTC have successfully
taken the choir concept and made it
relevant, far surpassing any novelty factor
and garnering respect throughout the
industry. A standout release for Deep Throat
Choir, while it sits as an interesting and
pleasant sideline in the SMD canon.

J

I

ean Thomas, aka The Nurse is the
manager of the Hotel Artemis, an
ultra-exclusive, members-only hospital
hidden in a hotel redolent of faded ‘20s
glamour. Tough, sharp and utterly fearless, The
Nurse treats an assortment of assassins,
gunrunners, thieves and gangsters in an
unexpected state-of-the-art emergency room
capable of providing a new liver with a 3-D
printer or
injecting a
patient with
nanobots that
heal from the
inside out. With
the help of her
towering
assistant
Everest (Dave
Bautista), The
Nurse wrangles
some of the
most dangerous
criminals in the
world.

J
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TRENCHLESS ASIA 2018

T

his year’s Trenchless Asia was held from 7th to 8th May 2018 at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre. The trave event was
organised by Westrade Group with Indah Water Konsortium as the event partner. Trenchless Asia 2018 is gathered 110 companies
from 22 Nations with municipal engineers, local and international contractors, consultants and vendors to address the adoption of
trenchless technologies and methods for Malaysia’s infrastructure development.

ASIA ADR WEEK
he Asian International Arbitration Centre (AIAC) has oﬃcially launched the Asian Institute of Alternative Dispute Resolution
(AiADR) during Asia ADR Week. The centre aims to promote the practice of mediation, arbitration, and other forms of dispute
resolution, while developing the practice among its members. It is also a platform for members in converging international practices,
building capacity, and providing opportunities for all stakeholders of the economy in resolving disputes, with a special focus on
emerging Asian and African economies.
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VICTORY HAS A THOUSAND FATHERS,
BUT DEFEAT IS AN ORPHAN
- JOHN F KENNEDY

ow that the general
election in Malaysia is
done and dusted, we are
seeing many still
savouring the victory.
That’s fine and good, for
this victory indeed is one
for all Malaysians and for democracy itself.
As SMEs, many of us were fence sitters
- even as deep inside we knew that a regime
change is inevitable and must happen for the
country to redeem herself. But the practical
voice within us have silenced many of us - for
all of us carry the burden of not just our own
interests, but the livelihood of our families,
and our employees and their families.
Therefore I applaud the businessmen among
us who stuck their heads out to be part of
the change. These are the unsung heroes,
even as we now see many victors, as JFK

has pointed out, including among those who
neither voted nor were part of the change.
What does this new government mean
to SMEs?
For many entrepreneurs who succeeded
as part of the old system of patronage, a new
government would either mean one of two
things: that there is now new patrons or, as I
hope will be the case, entrepreneurs would
need to compete on their strengths and
knowledge rather than on their aﬃ liation.
Know-how rather than know-who.
Given how diverse the new coalition
government is, my prayers are for a system
of meritocracy to prevail. However, we must
realise that often, perception and hope may
not translate into reality.
The new government won on the back
of a deep resentment against the previous
regime, and supported by populist policies

such as the dismantling of the GST and
promises of handouts. These would mean
that we should expect policies that may not
necessarily benefit SMEs in the short run.
Whilst we remain hopeful that corporate
income tax (and higher brackets of personal
income tax) would be reduced further inline
with regional trends, and that the minimum
wage would not be increased - these would
run counter to Pakatan Harapan’s manifesto.
The silver lining is that these likely shortterm blows would be compensated by longterm benefits, if our public institutions are
strengthened and rule of law prevails.
As entrepreneurs we need to move away
from a handout mentality that’s so prevalent,
especially among the startup community,
and realise that handouts and crutches make
us weak.
The strongest businesses out there, bar
none, are those built around good products
and services, visionary leadership, strong
business culture and ethics, and flawless
execution. Consider the recent misses and
supposed ‘unicorns’ like Groupon, and you
would have plenty of examples of why getting
the basics right is essential.
For readers who have dedicated your
career in building sustainable businesses
on the back of getting the basics right - I
am confident that a new, more transparent
government will herald greater growth for
you.
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